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vRÉSUMÉ
La performance est devenue une question cruciale sur le développement, le test et la main-
tenance des logiciels. Pour répondre à cette préoccupation, les développeurs et les testeurs
utilisent plusieurs outils pour améliorer les performances ou suivre les bogues liés à la per-
formance.
L’utilisation de méthodologies comparatives telles que Flame Graphs fournit un moyen formel
de vérifier les causes des régressions et des problèmes de performance. L’outil de comparai-
son fournit des informations pour l’analyse qui peuvent être utilisées pour les améliorer par
un mécanisme de profilage profond, comparant habituellement une donnée normale avec un
profil anormal.
D’autre part, le mécanisme de traçage est un mécanisme de tendance visant à enregistrer des
événements dans le système et à réduire les frais généraux de son utilisation. Le registre de
cette information peut être utilisé pour fournir aux développeurs des données pour l’analyse
de performance. Cependant, la quantité de données fournies et les connaissances requises à
comprendre peuvent constituer un défi pour les méthodes et les outils d’analyse actuels. La
combinaison des deux méthodologies, un mécanisme comparatif de profilage et un système de
traçabilité peu élevé peut permettre d’évaluer les causes des problèmes répondant également
à des exigences de performance strictes en même temps. La prochaine étape consiste à utiliser
ces données pour développer des méthodes d’analyse des causes profondes et d’identification
des goulets d’étranglement.
L’objectif de ce recherche est d’automatiser le processus d’analyse des traces et d’identifier au-
tomatiquement les différences entre les groupes d’exécutions. La solution présentée souligne
les différences dans les groupes présentant une cause possible de cette différence, l’utilisateur
peut alors bénéficier de cette revendication pour améliorer les exécutions.
Nous présentons une série de techniques automatisées qui peuvent être utilisées pour trouver
les causes profondes des variations de performance et nécessitant des interférences mineures
ou non humaines. L’approche principale est capable d’indiquer la performance en utilisant
une méthodologie de regroupement comparative sur les exécutions et a été appliquée sur des
cas d’utilisation réelle. La solution proposée a été mise en œuvre sur un cadre d’analyse
pour aider les développeurs à résoudre des problèmes similaires avec un outil différentiel de
flamme.
À notre connaissance, il s’agit de la première tentative de corréler les mécanismes de re-
groupement automatique avec l’analyse des causes racines à l’aide des données de suivi.
Dans ce projet, la plupart des données utilisées pour les évaluations et les expériences ont
vi
été effectuées dans le système d’exploitation Linux et ont été menées à l’aide de Linux Trace
Toolkit Next Generation (LTTng) qui est un outil très flexible avec de faibles coûts généraux.
vii
ABSTRACT
Performance has become a crucial matter in software development, testing and maintenance.
To address this concern, developers and testers use several tools to improve the performance
or track performance related bugs.
The use of comparative methodologies such as Flame Graphs provides a formal way to ver-
ify causes of regressions and performance issues. The comparison tool provides information
for analysis that can be used to improve the study by a deep profiling mechanism, usually
comparing normal with abnormal profiling data.
On the other hand, Tracing is a popular mechanism, targeting to record events in the system
and to reduce the overhead associated with its utilization. The record of this information
can be used to supply developers with data for performance analysis. However, the amount
of data provided, and the required knowledge to understand it, may present a challenge for
the current analysis methods and tools.
Combining both methodologies, a comparative mechanism for profiling and a low overhead
trace system, can enable the easier evaluation of issues and underlying causes, also meeting
stringent performance requirements at the same time. The next step is to use this data to
develop methods for root cause analysis and bottleneck identification.
The objective of this research project is to automate the process of trace analysis and au-
tomatic identification of differences among groups of executions. The presented solution
highlights differences in the groups, presenting a possible cause for any difference. The user
can then benefit from this claim to improve the executions.
We present a series of automated techniques that can be used to find the root causes of per-
formance variations, while requiring small or no human intervention. The main approach is
capable to identify the performance difference cause using a comparative grouping method-
ology on the executions, and was applied to real use cases. The proposed solution was
implemented on an analysis framework to help developers with similar problems, together
with a differential flame graph tool.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to correlate automatic grouping mechanisms with
root cause analysis using tracing data. In this project, most of the data used for evaluations
and experiments were done with the Linux Operating System and were conducted using
the Linux Trace Toolkit Next Generation (LTTng), which is a very flexible tool with low
overhead.
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1CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Tracing, profiling and debugging are essential tools for software development and performance
evaluation. Those tools currently face challenges related to many-core and cloud based
systems, because of the enormous amount of data to be analyzed. It is expected that with
the rapidly increasing scale and complexity of these systems, we will soon exceed the limits
of human capability in terms of quantity of data or time to evaluate it.
In this context, there is an increasing demand for automation and reduction of analysis
time. This tendency creates an interesting opportunity for developing automated analyses
and methods. Accordingly, this graduate research explores several automated mechanisms
for performance analysis through tracing and profiling techniques.
This document presents the state of the art in terms of analysis tools related to tracing and
profiling, by improving current tools and mechanisms. It proposes data mining techniques to
explore and solve problems without the requirement of very specific knowledge of underlying
processes of the system, thus reducing the analysis time of the data.
1.1 Challenges in tracing analysis
The first challenge in tracing analysis is to mine meaningful information from the tracing
data. A possible way to solve this issue is to group or cluster the tracing data or to add a
level of abstraction, to explore and measure its behaviour. Using clustering, the challenge
becomes the classification of the data without supervision, and how to efficiently apply this
technique to measure the causes of the performance issues.
The second main challenge is identifying with certainty the root cause for a specific perfor-
mance issue. This problem is related to the fact that, considering clusters that delimit differ-
ent executions, even with clear properties differentiating them, these differentiating properties
are not necessarily the underlying cause for the performance difference. This challenge can
be summarized as: association does not mean causation. Thus, even if a performance metric
(such as cache misses or page-faults) is capable of explaining all the differences between the
groups, it is not necessarily the cause of this difference.
In summary, these challenges may constitute a real barrier for performance evaluation and
diagnosis. They have been partially solved with the current solutions and, despite the success
of tracing techniques, there are still opportunities for further enhancements in terms of data
analysis.
21.2 Elements that impact performance
Several elements compose the performance of an application, especially in the current pro-
gramming languages like C and C++. The use of prefetching mechanisms and compiler
optimization might considerably impact the software performance. Out-of-order executions
can impact the performance as well.
The use of parallelism architectures significantly improved the overall performance of com-
puters, and consequently software applications. For example, the Skylake and Kaby Lake
architectures bring hyper-threading, large L3 caches, and four or more physical cores. How-
ever, this performance improvement is not linear, since it will follow the Amdahl’s law of
parallelism.
The limitation in the number of cores and their communication capabilities, as well as other
hardware limitations that processor manufacturers are facing, inexorably is calling for im-
provements in software algorithms and related features, as explained by [125]. Better algo-
rithms and data structures will be required especially in large industrial applications. Tools
such as profilers and debuggers can be used to improve small parts of a software application
or find bugs, respectively.
At the same time, an application is not executed in isolation on a system. The operating
system may have a strong impact on the execution efficiency and cannot be neglected. Con-
sequently, performance tools such as profilers have a limited analysis capability in the overall
context of an application, and the use of tracing is normally required to account for interac-
tions with the operating system. Therefore, as a consequence of the software requirements,
the context of utilization of an application and the amount of resources (and features) that
might impact the software performance, detailed and efficient performance analysis methods
will be required.
In summary, this work combines the current profiling and tracing tools to target these specific
elements of performance evaluation.
1.3 Objectives of the research
The main objective of this work is to reduce the need for human intervention in the anal-
ysis of the system performance. The methodology to fulfill this objective is a comparative
methodology to segregate the data in clusters and later to compare the fast and the slow
executions.
The collection of the data is done using tracing and profiling techniques, combined with data
mining, heuristics and statistics tools. The developed methods were able to find real associ-
3ations in data with metrics and consequently indicate root causes of performance issues.
This work focuses on the Linux operating system and its tools, such as LTTng and Perf
counters. Nonetheless, the heuristic approach could be applied to any system that is able to
describe the behaviour of a system using metrics.
More specifically, the objectives can be summarized as follows:
1. Reducing or avoiding the requirement of human intervention in tracing data analysis
2. Improving the current methods to find root causes using metrics
3. Developing an optimized solution for the proposed approach
1.4 Specific Problem
As specific problem, we want to compare several executions and uncover the main reason for
any anomaly, i.e. find the specific root cause of software anomaly using different metrics such
as performance counters. Thus, several runs of a program are executed while the behavior
of each run is recorded. If those executions present substantial differences, the comparison
can generate information about the underlying location or cause, and provide hints for later
improvement.
1.5 Assumptions
There are two main assumptions in this project:
1. There are groups of similar executions, and thus the groupings can help uncover the
causes for differences
2. Only the properties within the groups explain the differences
The first assumption is taken from the work of [28], the methods studied in this research
aimed to find groups, which can be associated to software behaviors. The second assumption,
the properties, imply that performance metrics can explain the anomalies in the system.
Otherwise, it is anyhow not really possible to take in consideration hidden factors that
influence the behavior of the system.
41.6 Proposed Solution
Aiming the objectives stated above, this research explored several data mining and sta-
tistical methods to mine information collected with profiling approaches. Focusing on the
low-overhead, we used a tracing approach for the user-space applications. Later, the data is
abstracted in a data structures, ECCT or EDT, which combine profiling data with perfor-
mance metrics in its nodes, using a sampling technique.
The next step is to apply the data mining approaches to mine data, basically to segregate
the similar nodes of the tree and compare them. A comparative approach to the groups can
be seen as similar to using statistical means or the Apriori approach.
The comparison of the groups will give the better and worst groups and the indication of
the cause of the differences between the groups. This indication can be used as a hint to
the need for improving some inner algorithm within the application, or to change a system
parameter for instance a priority level in case of a scheduling interference problem.
The solution can be extended to consider trace correlation and other trace abstractions.
Also, the use of other data mining techniques can reduce the amount of time requested for
the analysis, although the assumptions will continue to be the same.
We follow a similar pattern as TraceCompare, which requires manually selecting one group
for each metric, by applying automatic grouping techniques for each metric separately. Con-
sequently, we applied a bi-dimensional analysis (e.g. function id versus a specific metric)
instead of multi-dimensional, which would be the next step and would fully benefit from
data mining methods.
1.7 Solution result
This research, i.e. the root analysis investigation, aims to find metrics, such as instruction
count, page-faults, cache misses, that indicate the possible cause of a performance issue.
The analysis tool will not indicate an hypothesis, in fact it will produce an estimation that
the metric is the cause of the performance difference. The next step is left to the user,
which can make a claim stating that the metric is or is not partially responsible for the
performance issue. The result of the proposed solution will not be an hypothesis, as defined
by [11]. Rather, it will be an evaluation, which considered only the metrics already there.
Those metrics come from the tracing and profiling tools and rely on those tools to provide
accurate data about the application. The clustering or grouping process does not produce
more information that what is available.
In summary the solution may or not produce a sound truthful evaluation, depending on two
5main statements:
(i) The profiling/tracing is able to measure the system with precision (e.g. minimal overhead)
(ii) The system behavior can be represented with the selected metrics (e.g. a task does not
use resources that cannot be measured with the metrics)
1.8 Use of the solution
The dissertation brings a compilation of the research focusing on several aspects of data
mining, considering many tools such as machine learning and statistical evaluation. The
application of the methods requires static or dynamic instrumentation, as well as performance
data.
The proposed solution, a grouping mechanism to track root cause analysis, can be used in
any context where the runs can be separated in executions, with associated performance
counters measurements. Scenarios like this can be found in C/C++ userspace applications,
but also in web application, where the server can be instrumented to record requests and
their performance counters.
The mining algorithms can then be applied to cluster the anomalies, or isolate abnormal
executions, and compare them using profiling techniques. The result of this classification can
be used in fuzzy groups, i.e. not just two totally fast and totally slow performance groups,
and this can bring more information for the analysis in general.
The proposed RGG Differential Flame Graph can reduce the ambiguity for equal performance
functions and is suitable for fast and slow comparison. Finally, an heuristic evaluation can
be used, combined with other clustering or grouping tools such as k-means, to reduce the
need for human intervention. Specifically, in terms of k-means algorithm, its use gives the
optimal number of k for the clustering algorithm to work.
The solution can be applied directly in real applications. This tool may be used in regressions
tests, where unit tests, profiling tools and debuggers can not reveal the causes for performance
deviations. Further details will be provided in the the article. To help in the understanding
of the solution, we will present some definitions intrinsically related to the research, in the
following section.
1.9 Basic Definitions
1.9.1 Anomaly
Anomalies can be simplified as discrepancies in the expected distribution, or as a point or
group of data points lying outside an expected normal region, as outlined in [23].
6However, this research focuses on a specific kind of anomalies, collective anomalies, but may
also consider point anomalies. According to the definition of anomaly in [16] it is related to
a group of discrepancies in terms of standard behaviour. The collective discrepancies may
indicate a series of conditions related to the observed software.
1.9.2 Execution
Execution is any run of a program that can be traced, and the performance data that can
be used to measure its behaviour. Executions can be grouped so that they can be compared
systematically using several techniques. Inside an execution, several performance parameters
can be present. In this research, we focus on comparison methods for groups of executions,
which can be compared using several statistical techniques. An execution can be formally
defined as a collection of finite metrics in the Natural numbers (M1, M2, .., Mn).
1.9.3 Profile
Profiling is the dynamic analysis of a program. Broadly, there are two main types of profilers:
the ones that count the number of invocations and the ones that display the a time measure-
ment about the statements and routines. An example of profiler is gprof, which counts the
running time of routines [56].
The profiling mechanisms can be used to analyze in depth the core of an application or the
system, specifically the stack frames of the application.
1.9.4 Debug
Software debugging is the general process of finding and resolving software issues. There are
several strategies for debugging such as isolating the problem and verifying the assumptions.
Many tools can be used to debug. A well known debugger is GDB, the Gnu Debugger, which
can debug several languages for example Ada, C, C++, Objective-C and Pascal.
1.9.5 Instrumentation
Instrumentation can be defined as a technique for inserting trace statements at some locations
within the code. Instrumentation can be done dynamically and statically. The first, dynamic
instrumentation, offers the possibility of changing the code instrumentation during execution
time. Static instrumentation is the process of inserting instrumentation directly in the source
7code [56]. In LTTng, probes are inserted in the kernel code, then the kernel is compiled, and
the system is rebooted with an instrumented version [132].
Instrumentation can be simplified as the process of inserting extra code in the application to
measure its behaviour. Instrumentation can be performed at various stages: in the source
code, at compile time, post link time, or at run time.
There are two main possibilities for dynamic instrumentation of code: probe-based and jit-
based. This first one, probe-based, is used by Dyninst in [99], Vulcan from [35], and [33].
The second instrumentation approach is jit-based, such as in Valgrind [95], Strata [113],
DynamoRIO [130], Diota [82], and Pin in [80].
1.9.6 Tracing
The concept of tracing can be defined as a very fast system-wide fined grained logging mech-
anism. Unlike logging, which deals with high level records about the system, tracing records
the low-level events of the system. This record can then be used for other analysis mecha-
nism, such as sequence matching, trace abstraction and visualization tools.
The understanding of a complex multicore system it not trivial. By browsing a list of events,
for example, the trace files are analyzed using a program that processes the traces. Those
tools will generate graphical or textual reports, for example about several resources of the
system, including: process status, amount of data read or written, latencies and Interrup-
tions.
1.9.7 Events
Events here are defined as a record containing: a timestamp, a type and some arbitrary
payload. They can also be used to highlight the entries and exits of functions in a software
application and be combined with performance metrics. They can be used to measure the
current state of an application [52].
1.9.8 Metrics
The concept of metric here is the hardware or software performance runtime information and
can be used to gather several aspects of the system behavior [52]. The term metric used in
this work is mostly related to hardware and software metrics, typically collected using Perf.
The information monitored is a current metric of the system, and it can be recorded in the
nodes of a data structure (i.e. in the nodes of the ECCT or EDT) using sampling techniques.
81.9.9 Root Cause Analysis
The term Root Cause Analysis in this research is restricted to the analysis of causes for delays
in executions, i.e. specific reasons for delays in executions. This identification of performance
degradation causes might use several methods, including statistical analysis, [20].
1.9.10 Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis can be defined as the process of subdividing the data in similar subsets,
requiring a distance (similarity) metric computation method. In [72], a statistical analysis
is performed for server analysis. In this research we aim to create clusters, which are later
used to compare the performance of the executions in terms of metrics. The groups can be
described as sorted or unsorted collections of executions.
1.10 Outline of the research
In Chapter 2, the Literature Review is presented, which describes the main aspects of this
research. Detection and diagnosis tools are surveyed, with details. Moreover, different meth-
ods for data mining are discussed, with a compilation of their pros and cons and where they
are typically used.
The next chapter, Chapter 3, Methodology, presents the hypothesis, assumptions and details
about the methods applied.
Later, Chapter 4 contains the Article «Performance Analysis Using Automatic Grouping».
This article presents an automated solution, which includes data collection using tracing
mechanisms, and data mining methods to compare groups of executions. The proposed ap-
proach is used for real software applications in C/C++. The article was submitted to the
Journal Software: Practice and Experience.
Chapter 5 is the General Discussion and Complementary Results, discussing details of the
results and methods. A comparative approach is described. Finally, Chapter 6 is the Con-
clusion, which includes a summary of the work, suggestions about the method and its speci-
ficities. It also discusses limitations and possible future work.
9CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Performance is an important and challenging aspect of the development of software and web
applications. Some of the challenging aspects lie in distributed and many core systems, which
increase the computational power and the complexity of those systems. In this matter, com-
plementary tools such as profilers and tracers, need to be used in order to minimize their
influence in real systems when measuring their behavior. Those tools and methodologies are
used for performance analysis with different aims.
This chapter provides insight on tools and methods in terms of collecting and analyzing per-
formance data. It also describes techniques for comparing traces, and manual and automated
analysis of tracing. Finally, the required knowledge to understand in depth our proposed so-
lution is presented in this chapter.
Following this, useful techniques and tools for tracing will be presented in Sections 2.1 through
2.6. Then, analysis methods are presented, classified as automated and manual. Later, the
current challenges in tracing analysis, and the associated dynamic data structures, will be
presented. Finally, the proposed solution is introduced.
Overall this part aims to present the tools with critical judgment about the current data
mining techniques and how they apply to this research.
2.1 Static analysis and dynamic analysis
There are two generic and complementary kind of tools to investigate software issues: static
analysis and dynamic analysis, as discussed later in more details. Each of these tools have
strengths and weaknesses.
The first kind of analysis, static analysis, presents tools that use source code and documen-
tation for their evaluation. Those methods include source code analysis tools [104] and other
tools such as [63] and [71].
There are several ways to statically analyse code, according to [5]. The two main character-
istics of static evaluation are the nature and the depth of the analysis. Source code analysis
tools include several tools such as Semantic Diff, Better Code Hub and FindBugs.
The second tool Better Code Hub, [63], does a complete analysis of several aspects of the
source code of applications, focusing on quality measurements and code metrics. The tool
also uses definitions of guidelines for code maintenance, such as writing small units of code
and doing automated tests. Although not scanning the code itself, but the bytecode, another
tool is FindBugs, [118], which does a search for bug patterns. It requires compiled class files
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to find the bugs from patterns, and it creates a scale for the possible bugs occurences, from
one to four, where one is the worst. The reported false positive rate is about 50 percent
[123]. This tool also has several configurable settings. FindBugs does not find all bugs, since
context sensitive bugs and security bugs, which involve the dynamic behavior of software,
are not tracked.
Some tools use pattern languages to describe bugs, as PMD [120]. PMD uses a set of prede-
fined rules in classes. Examples are Double Checked Locking pattern and Unconditional If
statements.
Static analysis, however, is limited to the code and consequently is not able to reproduce
exactly the behaviour of complex and multi-threaded systems. The alternative is dynamic
analysis, that basically operates by executing a program and observing (and recording) the
execution. The analysis of this runtime data can be used for performance evaluation, for
example, but also for software testing. Examples of dynamic analysis tools are debuggers,
profiler and tracers.
2.2 Profilers
The first kind of tools, Profilers, allows to verify where the program spent its time and which
function called which other function (call hierarchy) while it was executing. This information
can be used to identify the faster and slower parts of the code and improve the performance of
the application. An example of profiler is a call graph profiler that shows the call durations.
Gprof is a profiler from GNU Compiler toolchain. Gprof was originally proposed to help the
user to evaluate alternative implementations of abstractions.
Gprof presents a call graph of the application, which represents the caller-callee relationship,
also showing the number of times that each function was called. The implementation in gprof
issues a call to the mcount function upon each function entry. This function is responsible
for creating a table using the stack frame of the application. Another tool called OProfile,
is a set of monitoring tools related to profiling. It was implemented using a script called
opcontrol and a daemon called oprofiled, and is able to collect information for all parts of
the system: kernel, shared libraries and binaries [119]. This tool uses a mechanism called
differential profiles that is able to compare profiles by percentage and has a declared overhead
impact of between 1% to 8%.
However, profilers add a non-negligible amount of overhead to the system, because of the
requirements of the code that need to be instrumented. The process to analyse the data
is separate from running the program itself, and is performed afterwards. The distribution
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of the function durations helps in identifying the contribution of each function to the total
execution time, but does not necessarily reveal infrequent performance problems, such as
occasional latency constraints violations.
2.3 Debuggers
The second kind of tools, debuggers, enables source code analysis during the execution and
aid in understand program execution. This is achieved by dynamically adding breakpoints
or tracepoints points at arbitrary locations in the code, such as when the program crashes.
One example is GDB, the GNU Debugger. It supports several languages, such as C and
C++. GDB starts as a separate server process and executes the user commands. There are
three kinds of breakpoints in GDB: breakpoints, watchpoints and catchpoints, all of them
involving stopping the normal execution of the program [121]. The process of debugging is
to watch the behavior of those breakpoints, analyzing concomitantly the source code of the
application.
Debuggers, however, increases considerably the overhead of an application, because it needs
to stop the execution of the application when a certain condition occurs. This kind of analysis
requires the addition of breakpoints in the code. Also, since they present a snapshot of the
application execution, they often cannot find complex component interactions issues [122].
Finally, GDB is primarily designed for fixing bugs rather than tuning performance.
2.4 Tracing
Among the current dynamic analysis tools, tracing is a technique that incurs lower overhead,
and consequently can be used to measure with accuracy several properties of the application,
such as its performance. Unlike logging, which deals with high level records of the system,
tracing records the low-level events of the system. This record can then be used by other
analysis mechanism [25].
Tracing can be classified based on two main aspects: its functional aspect and its target
domain. The first aspect, the functional, states that tracing instrumentation can be inserted
statically or dynamically. The first, static tracing, requires source code modification and
recompilation of the target binary/kernel. This is unlike dynamic tracing, which inserts the
tracepoints directly in the running process or binary.
Tracing can also be divided into two target domains: userspace applications and kernel
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applications. The first domain, userspace, concerns applications executed in userspace, i.e.
the portion of memory in which a user executes its processes. In this domain, the system
calls can be recorded.
The later domain, kernel space, concerns the system core, the kernel. In this domain, several
tools, such as LTTng, already benefit from predefined tracepoints in the kernel code.
2.5 Tracepoints
Tracing involves the addition of tracepoints in the program to measure its behaviour. Each
tracepoint is associated with an event and can be used to record the behavior of the system,
without the need to create new tracepoints in the source code.
In this way, there are two types of tracepoints: static tracepoints and dynamic tracepoints,
[26].
The first type, dynamic tracepoints, do not have any impact when not activated. Linux has
had dynamic trace functionality for a long time in the form of probes, kprobes, jprobes, and
kretprobes. By using probes, it is possible to dynamically enable new tracepoints in the ker-
nel, and consequently collect debugging and performance information non-disruptively [136].
Kprobes, specifically, provide a kernel API for placing probes at kernel instructions and they
can be exploited directly via a kernel module, or via systemtap which provides a high level
scripting language. Kprobes basically is a set of handlers to be placed at specific instruction
addresses [55], where a post-handler and a pre-handler is defined. The handlers can be used
for multiple probes. The process is the defined as follows: when the instruction is executed,
the pre-handlers are executed before the execution, while the post-handlers are executed
right after the execution of the instruction. Also, it is possible to use GNU debugger (GDB)
tracepoints to insert dynamic tracepoints in the system [116].
The second type, static tracepoints, use the already present static tracepoints in the Linux
mainline code for collecting data. There are several ways to use the static tracepoints, via
commands or in-kernel modules. Usually, static tracepoints are faster than dynamic trace-
points [52].
2.6 Tracing tools
In kernel space, as described above, the main available tools are the following: LTTng, Perf,
eBPF and Ftrace.
The first, LTTng, the Linux Trace Toolkit Next Generation, was proposed by Desnoyers and
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Dagenais as a tracer to extract information from the Linux kernel, user space libraries and
from programs by running a recompiled instrumented version of the kernel. It was created
with the objective of minimizing the impact of the instrumentation in the kernel,[27].
The LTTng main components are the daemons, the session and the ring buffer. The session
daemon is responsible for interfacing with the sessions and the overall component control,
while the second, the consumer daemon, writes the data to CTF traces. The session is
the communication mechanism between the user and the session daemon, enabling multi-
ple records at the same time. Finally, LTTng uses configurable circular buffers, which have
configurable features for recording the kernel events and can be tuned according to the user
needs. The ring buffers are associated with a channel.
LTTng provides three main modes for trace recording: normal, snapshot and live mode [36].
The first mode is the normal mode, i.e. reading and writing in the ring buffer, by the session
and consumer daemons. The second mode is the record of a snapshot of the trace, periodi-
cally saved in the buffer and sent to the (possibly remote) reading system through the relay
daemon. The third, the live recorder mode, is where a system viewer can be used to analyze
the information as it is generated. Also, LTTng is currently able to trace Java and Python
applications using similar techniques. The tracing data generated by LTTng is output as
Common Trace Format (CTF). This format can then be read using Babeltrace or parsed via
scripting languages, such as python bindings, [36].
The following tool, Perf tools, or perf, is a mainline Linux utility that was developed to mea-
sure several software and hardware metrics on the CPU. It is a profiler tool for Linux 2.6+
based systems that abstracts away CPU hardware differences in Linux performance mea-
surements and presents a simple command-line interface. Perf is based on the perf events
interface exported by recent versions of the Linux kernel. This research uses the perf tool for
the construction of the dynamic data structures to measure the system behavior.
The functionality of Perf was subsequently extended to interface with the macro TRACE_EVENT()
and therefore access the Linux kernel trace points. It is possible to use it to generate statistics
on the number of times a tracepoint is executed, for example, or to analyze the number of
events that a processor will have recorded during a time period. It can be used to record
profiles on per-thread, per-process and per-cpu basis using a sampling approach.
A new tool that evolved recently is eBPF, the enhanced Berkeley Packet Filter [75]. It is
being integrated in the Linux mainline and allows several filtering packages but also cus-
tom analysis filters to be achieved efficiently, [59]. EBPF can be used for computing, with
low-overhead, latency histograms and heatmaps that can be used in detailed performance
analysis and through visualization tools. This tool is extremely versatile and can be used to
create programs, eBPF programs, which can be attached to kprobes with low-overhead and
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populate the eBPF maps, as explained in [60].
Finally, Ftrace is well known mainline tool for Linux tracing. It was designed to find the speci-
ficities of the operations inside the kernel. It can be used for debugging or analysing latencies
and performance issues that take place in kernel space. Ftrace uses the TRACE_EVENT()
macro, [69].
Although Ftrace is typically considered the function tracer, it is indeed a framework of sev-
eral tracing utilities on the kernel side. For example, it can be used for latency tracing, to
examine what occurs between interrupts disabling and enabling, for analyzing preemptions
and for other analyses. This tracer is used to dynamically trace functions in the kernel, to
help debugging kernel detailed operation.
Another tracer, SystemTap, allows tracing in kernel space, as well as in user space, through
the use of dynamic instrumentation, i.e. uprobes and Kprobes. SystemTap relies on a script-
ing language, that provides flexibility to the user, and comes with an interactive GUI. To
run those scripts, once written, they are compiled into a module and loaded into the kernel.
Although this tool offers a great flexibility, it is not suitable for the collection of a large
number of events, because it carries a larger overhead than LTTng.
From the userspace side, the following tools can be used:
The first tool, LTTng-UST, is the counterpart of LTTng (kernel) but for user-space. For this
purpose, the tool can be used statically in the code, by inserting tracepoints or by the use
of instrumentation mechanisms during the compilation phase. Compiler inserted instrumen-
tation, and manual tracepoint insertion, both have drawbacks. Manual tracepoint insertion
in the source code demands time and might not be done in all the functions. Compiler in-
serted tracepoints are limited to specific generic locations, such as functions entries and exits,
and the indiscriminate insertion in every function might cause an excessively high overhead.
LTTng-UST provides a simple way to introduce tracepoints through the compiler. The GNU
Compiler flag finstrument-functions add a call to specific trace functions at each function
entry and exit, similar to a profiling mechanism, and the trace functions are added to the
binary using the LD_PRELOAD dynamic linking mechanism.
In terms of runtime efficiency, LTTng-UST has a mechanism to avoid returning to the kernel,
separating the traced process from the consumer daemon. The traced application is respon-
sible for writing the events into the shared memory ring buffers, which are subsequently read
by the consumer daemon. The consumer daemon is specific for user-space tracing since it
is a different process than for kernel tracing. The application directly writes the events in
memory using lockless operations and consequently does not pass through the kernel of the
operating system.
Once a trace buffer is filled, it uses a non-blocking control channel to wake the consumer
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daemon, and then change to a another buffer to continue recording the events. Then, the
consumer daemon will save to disk (or to the network) the shared memory buffer content,
releasing it for reuse. This reduces the communication between the consumer daemon and
the traced application.
Another tool for user-space, Perf, can be used directly with user-space code, where code to
read the performance counters is added directly in the code through the use of a library in
the source code. In this approach, the performance counters can be recorded using a sam-
pling approach, where the increment for a specific metric from the beginning to the end of a
code section execution can be computed and recorded. This tools is extremely flexible and
is able to measure many system metrics, both software and hardware, including instructions
executed, page-faults, cache-misses and so on.
Another user-space tool, uftrace, developed by [77] can also be used to trace and analyze
execution of programs written in C/C++. It was heavily inspired by the ftrace framework
of the Linux kernel (especially function graph tracer) and supports user-space programs. It
supports various kinds of commands and filters to help in the analysis of program executions
and performance analysis.
Uftrace is also able to trace kernel functions, requiring root privileges and by enabling the
CONFIGFUNCTION_GRAPH_TRACER=y option in the kernel.
Finally, SystemTap can be used as well for user-space tracing through DynInst. For tracing
in user-space it uses a DynInst mutator [99], which can be activated through stap, the Sys-
temTap command line tool. The SystemTap GUI can be used to edit the scripts. It is also
possible to access tracepoints defined for DTrace. The traces produced by SystemTap are in
plain text.
In terms of performance, however, it can be slower than solutions which use static tracing,
for example LTTng, especially in multi-threaded environments. Apart from kernel and user-
space Linux tools, there are other tracing tools highlighted below:
The Google Chromium browser, which is highly popular throughout the world, has a tracing
feature. The browser provides a method to trace its application and analyse its performance,
using an embedded tracing system, [54]. This is a complete solution at the application level,
containing tracing and analysis tools, which is platform-independent.
The tracing mechanism is split in two: trace recording and trace consumers. Telemetry is a
tool that can be used to trace and analyse this application, i.e. produce the traces while the
Chrome DevTools application is a way to consume it [19].
The advantage of this technique is portability, since it works independently of the operating
system or version. However, the portability of this system, due to its Java Script interface,
is also the source of some limitations, notably a size limitation for the tracing data. Indeed,
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the Chromium traces have a limited size, covering up to a few seconds and containing only
a small number of events. Moreover, the sampling rate in Chromium may also cause issues
for the analysis of its data, as described in other work [1].
Although related to cloud tracing, end-to-end tracing tools have been developed for quite
some time. This technique basically enables the tracing of a request from the client-side
to the backend, as defined in [126]. End-to-end tracing tools have been widely adopted by
several companies as summarized in [81]. Among those end-to-end tracers, a useful tool is X-
trace, [43], which is a diagnosis tool based on tracing and works through metadata insertion,
aiming to target all nodes within a networked application. The main purpose of this tool is
to reconstruct the task tree of a distributed task, encompassing all sub-operations making up
the initial task, that is the set of network operations associated with the observed task. This
is achieved by adding metadata in the application. This information is disseminated through
the nodes of the application to measure it. X-trace covers several scenarios of application,
such as web servers tracing. This tool is important to highlight, considering the several di-
agnosis mechanisms that require end-to-end instrumentation, such as Spectroscope.
2.7 Challenges in tracing analysis
The use of tracing for performance analysis can be extremely efficient, in terms of collect-
ing and analysing data. However, there are some challenges regarding three main aspects:
the size of the trace, the complexity of the data and the data analysis. Those aspects are
discussed below: The first challenge is related to the the amount of data generated by trac-
ing. This comes from the fact that tracing can record events at low-level and, consequently,
many events are generated at kernel level, [52]. This amount of data cannot be easily used,
compared, or analysed, even with pattern finding or comparison mechanisms. Some aspects
of pattern matching can be improved upon, as emphasized by [92].
The second challenge related to the analysis of tracing data is the inherent complexity of the
data [52]. Since the data covers many aspects of the system, the number of events may re-
quire that several techniques be applied, to mine the information from the enormous amount
of data. The frequency of occurrences of some events in a system also plays a role in this
challenge. For instance, an important event may happen only once in a thousand times or
more, and consequently some techniques such as pattern mining might not be adequate in
such situations.
The last challenge resides in the difficulty to analyze the cases, since a deep understanding
of the underlying mechanisms of the system and applications are necessary. For some perfor-
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mance issues, the root cause of the problem is unknown, and profiling all the application may
not be trivial. Tracing can be used, but the main point in this issue is to find the meaningful
associations between a singular and specific cause in the trace data with the source code
modification that triggered it. For this challenge, a high level data structure, such as a call
graph or calling context, combined with performance data, might be used [31].
2.8 Performance Metrics
Hardware and Software performance metrics can indicate key information to describe the
state of a system [57]. Two examples of metrics are latency and throughput. The first can
be used to describe the response time of an application, that is the time for any operation
to complete such as a database request. The second metric, throughput, is the rate of work
performed, for example the number of web requests served per unit of time.
System resources can be measured through hardware and software metrics, and the per-
formance of the application that uses those resources can be measured indirectly. System
resources might include physical components such as the CPU, memory, disk, caches and
network, but also virtual components such network connections, sockets, locks, file handles
or descriptors [57].
From this detailed information about the system, such as process scheduling and memory
management, it is possible to abstract and control several behavioral aspects of an appli-
cation, as well as of the system. Several utilities like top, ps and htop, can display such
information live, from the system, and may be used by system administrators to measure the
system behavior.
In terms of tracing techniques, performance metrics can be recorded using a special recording
mechanism that writes the performance metrics using perf_events directly in the system. In
this case, the metrics must be defined a priori, to be enabled in the tracing environment.
Besides recording by this approach, it is also possible to use the system dump to record the
metrics of the system as they are recorded.
Through the utilization of the approaches described above, it is possible to solve performance
issues by correlating events with the performance metrics, or even with the system state.
2.9 Performance Anomalies
There are several classifications for software anomalies. One distinguishes three kinds [16],
others consider four kinds of anomalies [67]. The anomalies can be punctual anomalies, col-
lective anomalies and contextual anomalies.
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The first kind of anomalies, punctual anomalies, represent an outline point in the expected
values of an application. This definition is broad and might consider a statistical metric such
as the distance from the average. For example, one standard deviation or more from the
average may be considered an anomaly. Those kinds of anomalies might be the spikes in
one application that might not affect more than one execution, but the impact on this single
application may be considerable.
The second kind, collective anomalies, are anomalies that occur not just once but in groups,
i.e. a group of outliers that, as a group, impact the application. According to the definition
of [67], a special group of those anomalies occurs at a regular time interval, and consequently
follow a pattern.
Finally the last kind of anomalies are those that occur because of the context of the appli-
cation, called contextual anomalies. Those anomalies can be system problems, for example
IO-bound or CPU-bound situations. Contextual anomalies are related intrinsically with the
infrastructure of the application.
2.10 Trace analysis
There are different techniques to analyse trace data, the two possibilities are detailed below.
2.10.1 Manual Analysis methods
There are mainly three ways to analyze trace data, as explained below: The first, using
sequence detection, which includes pattern matching techniques, was used in several ways in
different contexts. Most of the aforementioned tools use this technique to detect repeated
contiguous sequences of trace events, and to generate abstract and compound events [18].
[78], and [86] use pattern matching techniques to generate abstract events from the LTTng
kernel trace events. Pattern matching can also be used in intrusion detection systems [65].
Some language features are used for matching in OCaml as described in [131]. For example,
STATL models in [34] use signatures in the form of state machines, while in [22], signatures
are expressed as colored petri nets (CPNs), and directed acyclic graphs (DCA) are used
to extract security specifications. [7] presents an approach for malware detection using the
abstraction of program traces. They detect malwares by comparing abstract events to ref-
erence malicious behaviors. Although not related to tracing, in [45], a behavioral diagnosis
technique is used, based on an algorithmic approximation matching approach, which is a
NP-complete problem; it is somewhat similar to what was achieved by Matni. In addition,
a similar approach was explored by [44], analysing blocked processes on multi-core systems.
This work was implemented in the former LTTV tool as the Delay Analyzer.
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However, most of the techniques explained above use pattern-matching and have defined their
patterns over trace events. They did not consider using the modeled system state information.
As will be presented later, our work is different as, unlike many of the previous techniques,
it considers the system state information and provides a generic abstraction framework. Our
proposed method converts raw events to platform-dependent semantic events, extracts the
system state value, and sends them as inputs to the pattern-matching algorithms.
In [39] the concept of trace abstraction aims to reduce the trace size, and the complexity of the
data, especially for large data processing. In this same work, three data driven approaches for
abstraction are presented: metric-driven, stateful data-driven and a structure-based. More-
over, they were used in [40] and [41]. While the first deals with kernel event generation, using
a semantic approach rather than a low-level representation for modeling a state, the second
paper deals with statistics in large trace files, using a statistics database of several metrics
parameterised through a granularity degree.
Moreover, in this article, a metric-driven approach is explored, it is able to provide statistical
data, demonstrating the issues related to this approach: first, the difficulty of efficiently com-
puting the system metrics statistics without having to reread the trace events. The second
is to find a way to support large traces. Although the use of those metrics can be difficult,
this has been achieved in [85].
The approach of using an automata-based comparison, was proposed by [86], and aims to
create a FSM that simulates the behavior of the system. In this work a pattern mechanism is
applied and a list of problematic patterns is searched for using the State Machine Compiler
language, SMC, for the description of problematic behavior. Once the state machine is built,
the potentially huge amount of trace data is subsequently processed through it, to find the
patterns and explore the false-true implications. In this article, the patterns focus on security
evaluation and testing procedures.
The work of [132] introduces a declarative pattern specification language to find pattern-
matching in kernel trace analysis. In this work, trace abstraction is explored to compact
the information in the traces, summarizing the important data. For the specification of the
language they used ANTLR.
However, the pattern matching technique, as explained above, is a limited manual analysis
with linear comparison performance. Another problem is the false-true problems that might
arise upon finding patterns in the traces.
Trace summarization is another possibility to analyse trace data, highlighting key aspects
of large traces. The work of [66] proposed an approach for extracting summaries from large
traces, relying on the removal of implementation details. The concept of trace summary is
related to highlighting the main aspects of a trace, where the input to the method is a large
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trace, and the summary will contain only the relevant aspects of it. This can later be used
to represent the system using UML notation.
The methodology was applied in Weka [100] and was able to represent realistic aspects of this
objected oriented library. The aspects for summarization are based on an empirical study,
using a qualitative evaluation of the QNX software.
However, the problem with this technique, though, is the need to predefine the main aspects
that need to be summarized in a trace. In this work, the key aspects of the summarization
were compiled using a questionnaire.
Another methodology that can be used to compare traces is the analysis of the critical path
of a task. In fact, a specific task within the trace is analysed, following its dependencies
through the multiple related threads executions.
The critical path of an algorithm is a methodology to analyse the tasks that rely on multiple
threads. For those problems, [50] proposed an algorithm that is able to find all the threads
that contribute to the total time of an execution.
This algorithm efficiently retrieves all execution segments that contribute to the latency of
a task. Using some event properties (the sched_wakeup) of the Linux kernel, it is possible
to identify the multiple threads related to the specific task. However, this tool does not
relate this information to user-space functions, which makes it difficult to use for studying
application code. Furthermore, the interactive view is able to show only one execution at a
time. For comparing groups of executions, this is fairly restrictive.
2.10.2 Automatic Analysis methods
For automatic analyses, there are several mechanisms. One of these techniques is the possi-
bility to use machine learning and data mining techniques.
Spectroscope is another tool that uses statistics and high level abstraction to automate the
analysis process, focusing on end-to-end tracing, as presented in [106] and [112]. This tool
was designed to find changes in behaviour, not to find specific anomalies, and was used
to find problems in two versions (or periods) of Google’s Ursa Minor distributed software.
Specifically for this software, five problems were described. It uses Startdust as end-to-end
tracer. This adds some overhead on Ursa Minor performance, depending on the operation.
In its methodology, Spectroscope uses the Perl language and MATLAB statistical compar-
isons of normal and problematic periods. It used the DOT utility for plotting data, as often
done in other similar tools.
The statistical test used is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, a non-parametric test for mutation
identification that compares the shapes and distribution of mathematical functions and uses
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a ranking system for mutation identification. Spectroscope uses the normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG). For the performance evaluation, which has a range from 0.0 to
1.0. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is similar to the KW test, since both are non parametrics
tests used for comparison evaluation.
2.11 Methods for analysis
We can divide the analysis techniques into two main categories: statistical analysis and data
mining techniques. In terms of performance analysis, the use of machine learning and data
mining techniques were already investigated in some interesting work.
2.11.1 Statistical methods
From the statistical point of view, several possibilities of parametric and nonparametric tests
can be used such as the Confidence Interval, ANOVA and Kruskal Wallis tests. The first
method, Confidence Interval, is a comparison of samples considering a percentage of toler-
ance. This can be seen as similar to a t-student test. This method transforms a relative
value estimate into a scope of qualities that are thought to be acceptable for the population.
The length of a confidence interval relies on its Standard Error(SE), which in turn depends
upon two metrics: the sample estimate and the standard deviation.
In co-authored work, [1], we did an analysis on the confidence interval of several Chromium
releases data to find significant performance regressions. The technique was able to find
specific regressions in versions (version-specific data). This technique can be applied to more
uses cases and can be extended to include other techniques, such as clustering the data in a
preparatory phase.
The second method, ANOVA, can be defined as a way to determine whether there is any
statistically significant difference among means of groups being compared. This technique
is used in several areas of knowledge and has different approaches, including the MANOVA
and Multi ANOVA.
Finally, the third method is Kruskall Wallis, which is also called ANOVA by rank. It com-
pares medians instead of means as ANOVA. This method is a non-parametric method to
compare groups, although it does not take in consideration most of the assumptions of the
ANOVA method. In performance analysis, ANOVA was used to compare executions in [49].
In this work, the comparison of executions of Java garbage collection was studied, which has
problems related to its different behaviour patterns. This problem is related in many aspects
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to the JIT-process that influences the performance of the garbage collector. Although it is
an empirical study, this work also focuses on the discussion of non-rigorous statistical deduc-
tions, which can occur in the analysis of similar problems.
Nonetheless, in our experiments, part of the executions did not generate a normal data distri-
bution, and consequently required the application of a parametric method, such as ANOVA,
for its analysis. This is a major drawback, that real data might face, and a reason for apply-
ing other methods such as Kruskal Wallis, which we explored in [88].
In [90], they used the Pinpoint tool to build runtime paths of applications, and to manage
failures for large distributed systems. The tracing is done in the distributed black-box com-
ponents service until completion, and is able to discover structural anomalies comparing the
probabilistic context free grammar, PCFG, of the requests.The comparison mechanism uses
ANOVA and other non-parametric comparison algorithms. The construction of those paths
allows the comparison with normal and abnormal paths. It is interesting to highlight in this
work that the solution is a combination of three parts, and tracing is just one part of it.
Consequently, the solution could be used using other tracing schemes.
In terms of profiling-based comparisons, the work of [96] proposes a statistical approach for
detecting performance regressions using control techniques. The approach works by building
a linear equation which estimates the number of performance counter samples. The statisti-
cal approach is used to compare the predicted and the real counter values using Spearman
correlation, and the Shapiro-Wilk test is used for the evaluation. The Shapiro-Wilk test is an
hypothesis test that assumes as null-hypothesis that the population is normally distributed,
as defined in [42].
2.11.2 Data analysis techniques
From the data mining aspect, which is about solving problems using the analysis of data
already saved [133], several techniques can be used to find regressions and improve perfor-
mance. Machine learning may be used to cluster and classify the data. The tools for this
purpose include clustering techniques, decision algorithms and bayesian networks.
A common task in machine learning is to cluster the data, also called cluster analysis. It
can be defined as separating the data in groups that might not be labeled. Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is one algorithm used for this kind of task. In clustering algorithms, the
output will be in the form of a diagram of clusters of data.
The first technique, SVM, is a classification tool in data mining algorithms, used to classify
the data using hyperplanes. This algorithm requires a learning phase and might be applied
to more than one dimension in terms of classification. Another technique is the hierarchical
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classification algorithm, called agglomerative clustering, which clusters the data along a di-
mensional aspect.
This tool was used for performance analysis in [105] and [24]. The first work [105], called
the Brain, is a dynamic analysis tool that clusters source code to investigate the behavioral
aspects of the application. The mechanism was developed as a visualization tool for runtime
interactions and was inspired by neural images. This work is related to Execution Murals,
which is a way to display software runtime interactions.
In terms of visual cluster, the second work [24], created the Constellation visualization. Dy-
namic, run-time, information is used to augment the static program model. The tool is
able to do clustering through a system dependence graph (SDG) at statement-level. The
tool combines dynamic information from testing tools which impose a low runtime overhead.
This work improves the visualization scalability of SDG, which are not often used, due to
the poor scalability of the current tools.
Another tool, Magpie [6], defined as an automatic toolchain for analyzing system workloads,
applies a behavioural clustering technique to system requests. It considers the resource con-
sumption and other resources through a stochastic context-free grammar, SCFG. This tool
works by analyzing the requests with state machines, and then building stochastic workloads
that simulate real ones. The clustering part is done using a string-edit-distance metric in
the data of the requests. This technique can also be used to detect anomalies, considering as
well the causal ordering in the tool, which is used to produce a canonical annotation of each
request.
Another task in machine learning is to classify the data, i.e. a function that classifies cer-
tain data considering its attributes. One way to do this is to use Bayesian models for the
construction of this function, as a statistical modeling technique. The model basically works
by building a set of conditional probabilities for each attribute, that will be subject to Bayes
computation for the classification, as elucidated in [46].
The work of Cohen et al. [21] uses a supervised probabilistic model called Tree-Augmented
Bayesian Networks (TAN), to identify correlations of system-level metrics related to high-level
performance. This technique might be able to identify counters that are highly correlated
with bad runs. Related to this technique, an interesting survey, compiling several of its as-
pects, was summarized in [10].
The third kind of algorithm, decision tree algorithm, is used to produce sequences of rules, or
associations, which can be used to recognize the classes for decision making. They can work
by ranking specifically a series of properties of a group, and how they impact the classification
and are used in different approaches and contexts. The work in [138] proposed a technique
comparing performance metrics, to diagnose failures in Internet sites. The approach was used
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with traces from eBay, using algorithm C4.5, and produced two false positives but was able
to find thirteen out of fourteen failures in a real use case. The decision tree was compared
with an association rule algorithm, and was able to outperform it.
The table 2.1 summarizes the techniques used in several researches, while the table 2.2
provides a pros and cons analysis of each one.
Table 2.1 Techniques of data analysis applied for performance evaluation
Method Intention Used in
Decision Tree Classification algorithm [17]
Anova Compare groups using mean [18]
Non-parametric techniques Compare Median or other metric [88]
Apriori Mine association rules [3]
SVM Divide the data using an hyperplane [137]
k-means Segregate the data in k clusters [106]
Bayesian classification Mine probabilistic rules [73]
Table 2.2 Evaluation of each technique data analysis
Method Pro Cons
Decision Tree More flexible than k-means visualization tool
Anova -More than one group -parametric classification Assumptions that might not be applied
Non-parametric techniques more flexible than parametric tests non-parametric
Apriori Find associations in any abstraction Can make false associations
SVM Optimized division of the data Hyperplane
k-means Optimal aggregation K defined
Percentage classification Can lead to just one group Number of groups not defined
Bayesian classification statistical classification outlines might play strong role
2.12 Trace visualization tools
There are basically three main ways to visualize the traces, which will be presented below.
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2.12.1 Gantt Diagrams
The first visualization tool for tracing and performance data is TraceCompass. It was de-
veloped by the DORSAL laboratory and Ericsson, in the Eclipse environment, and aims at
the detailed analysis of several aspects of trace files. TraceCompass is composed of several
sub-projects, for analysis and visualization, with specific characteristics.
TraceCompass supports several features, including critical path computation and call graph
analysis. This can help the developer to highlight several aspects of traces by applying algo-
rithms for comparison and analysis. However, this tool still requires deep knowledge of the
system, as well as of the specific strategy to fix an issue.
Figure 2.1 is a sample view of the TraceCompass, [22]. This examples shows the Control
Flow view, specifically for Python 3 profiling data.
Figure 2.1 TraceCompass
Focusing on high-performance parallel computing libraries, the tool Paraver [15] is a vi-
sualization tool developed by the Barcelona Supercomputing Center. This tool currently
traces MPI, OpenMP, pthreads, OmpSs and CUDA applications. It can be seen as a data
browser for parallel traces. In this tool, the metrics are user-definable, computed from a series
of functions and modules. The interesting aspect of these tools, besides the parallel traces
analysis, is the possibility to use programmable definitions to gather than predefined metrics.
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2.12.2 Flame Graphs
Another important visualization method, is the Flame Graphs, developed by [62], which are
able to show cpu resources along with heat maps and icicle plots. Flame Graphs are not
specifically a tool but rather a methodology for comparing differences on hot paths in CPU
profiling. They can be generated in several ways and originally focused on CPU profiling
through linux perf_events. They may be used to quickly find the functions that differ in
terms of duration.
These tools were motivated by the limitations of comparing several CPU profiles, from normal
tracers and profilers, where those tools could only display CPU profiling information with
many lines of text. Flame Graphs can be used to solve problems such as comparing MySQL
data and CPU profiling applications. However, Flame Graphs sometimes face issues related
to incomplete stack traces, or missing function names. The incomplete stack traces may lead
to incomplete conclusions.
A specific kind of Flame Graph, called Differential Flame Graph, DFGs, is able to compare
two flames by using a Red and Green schemes. The original Differential Flame Graphs may
have problems with the ambiguity of the color scheme, which has two colors only: Green and
Red. This kind of flame graph is used specifically to highlight differences in two executions
and find bottlenecks in functions on a program call stack.
This methodology requires the full stack trace, and consequently some tools might not provide
all this information. The stack might also be incomplete or without the symbols loaded. In
both cases, the stack will be partially reproduced.
Figure 2.2 Flame Graph
The figure 2.2 is an example of CPU Flame Graph, [62]. In this example we verify that the
flame graph is a visual representation of flames, i.e. profile data, in a bottom-up organization.
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2.12.3 Graphs
In [2], a tool called Trevis, which is a visualization tool related to the calling context tree
analysis, is presented. It is a visualization and also an analysis framework, with a different
visualization pattern. It was developed to study the CCT produced from another tool called
FlyBy software. Like TraceCompare, it relies on a calling context tree, CCT, about the
caller-callee relationship.
This visualization and analysis framework includes several visualization tools such as radial
display, TreeMapRenderer, linear and highrise renderer. It also includes a hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm that uses the Lance-Williams dissimilarity update formula. This tool allows
the users to play with the Calling Context Trees, and apply several methods to compare
them. Trevis is able to compare the nodes using many metrics, such as Tree Edit Distance
and Multiset Tree Distance. A dissimilarity matrix can be created to compare the similarities
of the CCTs, and clustering methods can be applied.
However, this tool relies on human interaction and knowledge. Trevis relies on the data from
the FlyBy profiler tool, to identify the slower executions. FlyBy provides thereafter a failure
report, containing this information that can later be used in Trevis to be analyzed.
Figure 2.3 Example of Radial view in Trevis [Source [2]]
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The figure 2.3 is an example of Trevis, [2] displaying a radial profiling data with 121 layers
of depth. However, Trevis does not display the names of the functions in each layer.
2.13 Trace Correlation
Trace correlation has appeared in the literature, combining traces from userspace and kernel
space. The work of Fournier et al. combines userspace and kernel space data, aiming to
analyse complex programs in high-level languages. This require userspace tracing. User
applications are often written in high-level languages but the availability of proper support
for these languages is required. This strategy can be used to compare and find specific
differences in the traces, aiming to extract more information than what can be produced
with just one trace (i.e. kernel or user-space). This is interesting, since LTTng can indeed
trace at both levels.
In the work of [68], a solution that does trace correlation using patterns is used to compare
different versions of the same software. The traces from different versions are compared using
a correlation metric, calculated in two approaches. First a non weighted approach is called
NW_TCM and then a weighted approach is called W_TCM. The solution is composed of
two phases, the pre-processing and the correlation calculation, using the already mentioned
functions. The work is applied in the Weka [100] software, and was able to correlate versions
3.4 and 3.7, finding a 70 percent dissimilarity. However, this technique is not necessarily
easily reproducible, since the results require a synchronization mechanism with userspace
and kernel space traces
Finally, in [8], this technique was also explored for heterogeneous embedded systems, such as
bare-metal CPUs. This work introduces bare-ctf, to generate LTTng compatible CTF traces
on bare-metal systems, and uses traces synchronization techniques to correlate the traces
from the different heterogeneous subsystems. Indeed, the solution is applied to the Adapteva
Parallela Board, and represents a generic solution to bare-metal system tracing.
2.14 Trace Comparison
Several tools use the concept of trace comparison to obtain relevant information from the
trace data, and to improve the software performance analysis in general. We highlight here
three of those tools, specifically focusing on trace comparison.
One of those tools is TraceDiff[84], which does a comparison between traces by highlighting
their differences. TraceDiff Compares two trace files and prints the details of packets that
differ to standard output. This is useful for finding packets that are present in one trace but
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not in the other, or for finding conversion or snapping errors. This tool relies on three main
characteristics: scalability, robustness and ease of use.
However, as the other tools explained above, this tool requires the manual selection of the
comparison traces and the visual analysis of their differences. The similar traces will be
highlighted and connected, whereas the diferent ones will not be.
TraceCompare, was developed in the DORSAL laboratory, [30], and is a tool for performance
comparison. It can be used in the two domains: userspace and kernel space. The methodology
used in this tool is to create a tree data structure, a Calling Context Tree with metrics, from
the tracing data, to measure the executions of a program. The segments are defined by
the user as sequences of beginning and end, which will delimit the nodes in the tree data
structure. The nodes also can aggregate performance data in those segments.
This tool was developed to compare traces of execution. It uses a javascript front-end and
tibeebeetle [31] as back-end. To do this CPU profiling comparison, the GUI tools provide
Differential flame graphs, similar to [61]. It was able to find abnormalities in the write
function of MongoDB by studying the differences among several sample runs.
However, TraceCompare requires expert knowledge, even with a statistical metrics analysis
implementation to help comprehension, as suggested in future work [28]. Also the comparison
is restricted to two groups and the clustering selection is manual. This last characteristic
gives an interesting opportunity for further tools, such as our proposed solution.
2.15 Root cause analysis and detection
In terms of performance, anomaly detection and bottleneck identification, PADBI, there is
interesting ongoing research. Part of the research is relative to the detection methods, while
the other parts concern the identification of root causes, [16].
Anomaly detection methods can be defined as part of monitoring and may or not use data
mining techniques.
The work of [141] presents a Regression-based diagnostic framework for analyzing perfor-
mance anomalies and potential causes of SLA violations in virtualized systems. Their ap-
proach is based on a variant of the Least Angle Regression (LAR) called Lasso, used to
identify suspicious system metrics accounting for observed performance anomaly.
Another research, [135], models the relationship between application metrics and system met-
rics to explore properties of selection, reduction, and anomaly detection. The approach used
combines the use of Fourier transforms, which will provide data to a statistical window-based
average. The utility of the Fourier transform is to track patterns in the data. Several root
causes analysis methodologies have been applied to this process. The term analysis is related
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to the fact that those tools find the underlying cause of issues. Using kernel information,
the work of [38] investigates causes of unexpected long delays in GUI-based user interaction
applications. This work developed the collection of tools called TIPME, The Interactive
Performance Monitoring Environment.
The tool CloudPD, from [115], is an example of a framework that uses linear correlation
analysis to determine variations in Virtual Machines, with use cases like Hadoop and RUBiS.
In this work there are several contributions, especially in terms of implementation. For root
cause analysis, the use of correlation-based performance models can be highlighted, although
a similar approach was used in [48].
The work of [83] detects anomalies in web applications using an approach called AOP-based
monitoring, since it is based in Aspect Oriented Programming. It uses a correlation approach
and time-series alignment to verify what is the root cause. The root cause analysis is per-
formed through a module called Performance Analyzer. This model applies a computation
procedure, and statistical correlation was done via three correlation methods: Pearson cor-
relation, Kendall rank correlation and Spearman Correlation, where the Pearson correlation
gave the best results, which requires an alignment using Dynamic-Time Warping algorithm,
DTW.
2.16 Regressions Tests
Regression testing is performed after making a functional improvement or repair to a pro-
gram. Its purpose is to determine whether the change has negatively impacted other aspects
of the program, such as the performance, [94]. It can also be seen as a confidence test, proving
that the new version works as well as the previous version.
Regression tests are important, since every change to the source code might degrade the
software performance, by consuming more resources for example [98]. The importance of
this kind of testing is the tendency to create new bugs in code throughout the development
of updates. It is necessary to plan regression tests, before the software release, avoiding the
deployment of buggy code to users.
In the area of releases comparison, the work of [93], which developed the tool PARCS, inves-
tigates regression tests using CCTs, using matching techniques and bytecode comparisons.
The regressions are performed using the Apache Byte Code Engineering Library, BCEL.
Although not related to performance analysis, in [94] is addressed the problem of regression
tests in objected-oriented code using a comparison of interprocedural control flow graphs,
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ICFG. This paper concerns the test selection problem, specific to the C++ language, pro-
viding a code based technique using tests in the derived class.
According to the classification in [114], our solution combines ad-hoc, pair-wise, and model
based analysis. First ad-hoc, since it deals with a specific number of metrics on the use
cases. Secondly, pair-wise, since the comparisons are between groups with similar metrics,
and third model based, since the clusters represent a model of the system to calculate the
relations among the metrics. This is represented in Figure 2.4, [114], which summarizes the
classification of several research papers.
Figure 2.4 Classification of our solution according to [114]
2.17 Dynamic Data Structures
For dynamic analysis, several data structures have been used to represent the call-caller re-
lationship. The profile data can be either used for code optimization or for general program
understanding. The organization of the procedures and its order are usually represented in a
call graph or a calling context tree. The call graph is a useful data representation for control
and data flow programs, which investigates interprocedural communication (i.e., how pro-
cedures exchange information). It contains all the procedures and the relationships among
the procedures in a program. A call graph can be represented with functions as nodes and
caller-callee relationships as edges. Taking in consideration the context, i.e. the chain of
methods up to the root, two main methods are used: Call Trees and CCTs.
In the Call Trees, there is an addition of a new node for each called method.
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This data structure can represent with accuracy the complete chain of method calls in an
application.
The other runtime structure, Calling Context Tree, CCT, provides flow sensitive profiling
data within the nodes and was introduced in [4]. In this work, the hardware performance
metrics from profiling were also taken into consideration. Calling contexts are very impor-
tant for a wide range of applications such as profiling, debugging, and event logging. In [4],
a call graph is used to compare executions and explore the so-called performance evolution
blueprint. It is used to track the evolution of the system behaviour.
Following the previous work, and using tracing data, [31] aggregated performance metrics in
a calling context tree to build an enhanced structure that could be compared. In this work,
a tree with aggregated data, called ECCT, is built that relates the performance metrics to
each node representing the functions of the application. This data is later analyzed oﬄine
and, by using the critical path of the task, is able to find differences in the metrics of the
ECCTs.
In the tool Introperf, [76], the system stack traces are used to generate a specific CCT, which
is called Performance Annotated CCT. In this tree, a comparison technique is used to com-
pare the latencies. It was implemented using Windows ETW, developed by [89]. In terms
of performance root cause, the paper explains the latency inference algorithm used for this
calculation. They used this approach to avoid the requirement of source code or modification
to the application.
Another tool that builds CCTs is PerfDiff, which targets VMs, [139]. In this work, a frame-
work is used for comparing the characteristics of those trees. According to the authors, it is
possible to compare the CCT’s in two complementary ways: weight difference and topologi-
cal difference. The first kind of comparison, weight difference, may be achieved in two ways:
node based weight matching and sub-tree based weight matching. The topological differences
are done via common tree matching, which is an algorithm they proposed and which states
that nodes match between trees when all the nodes in the path from the root do match. This
approach is applied to several Java and J2EE applications where the call counter is used as
performance attribute.
To build the CCT, two main techniques were used previously to collect the stack frames of
the applications, (in what is often called the stack walking process). Those are the exhaus-
tive approach and the sampling based approach, although other methods such as static and
adaptive bursting have been used.
When tracing all the function entries and exits, to build the CCT, the result will be the
complete tree for the application. The overhead of tracing and processing all the entries and
exits is a major drawback in this approach.
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The second main approach is the sampling technique. This technique is able to reduce the
overhead as compared to the exhaustive technique, but has two main disadvantages: the
inference of calls, which may lead to incorrect information, and the sampling rate which may
be insufficient.
Other approaches are possible such as static stack walking and adaptive stack walking. The
same authors of PerfDiff previously proposed using the Adaptative Bursting technique for
the stack walking process in [140]. This kind of stack mechanism avoids the overhead of
creating the trees in a process of eliminating certain profile data redundancies.
In the article presented in the section 4, we also used a version of the frames with the metrics
without the aggregation of ECCT. By analogy to the ECCT, the tree was named EDT, En-
hanced Dynamic Tree. They are very similar, although the EDT is not summarized and can
facilitate the mining process relating each node to the metrics without further computation.
2.18 Auto Grouping mechanism
During software execution, several parameters may change and the application performance
can vary according to many factors. This can occur even when the algorithms used are de-
terministic and no probability is used. The cause for this variance is outside the scope of
the program itself (e.g., operating system scheduler). However, some applications may have
issues in the code, related to its implementation details. Software testing mechanisms might
not be sufficient to reveal this behavior, especially in terms of performance discrepancies.
An example was found in [31]. After executing several times the same query operation on
MongoDB, a free open-source database framework, its performance decreases abruptly. Fur-
ther investigation lead to the root cause of this performance issue.
The auto grouping technique was presented as the solution for those kinds of problems. The
approach is to do automatic comparison of different executions of the same program, under
the same configuration settings, and investigating their metrics behavior.
The solution is automated by a heuristic comparison of several group distributions, and can
be applied to an arbitrary number of groups, together with a clustering mechanism such as
k-means. The automatic grouping gives the optimal number of groups in terms of SSE and,
together with a comparative mechanism, can be used to find associations between groups.
The division into groups enables the comparison and study of their variances using different
approaches. For a small number of groups, the investigation by comparing the variances
of the metrics of the groups can lead to the discovery of root causes. Another approach
can be the use of the apriori algorithm, which can be applied to find associations among
the groups. The complete solution is able to find associations between the performance and
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metric variations, i.e. groups of different performances and metrics. This can indicate if a
specific metric is responsible for a certain group of executions that have a bad performance,
in a fuzzy approach, and that can be applied to infrequent problems.
2.19 Conclusion of the Literature Review
For the dynamic analysis of an application, tracers, profilers and debuggers can be used, each
one with its own specific advantages and disadvantages. Profilers represent the caller-callee
relationship and allow a deep understanding of the time consumed in an application. Profilers
add extra overhead and may not be suitable to find performance issues that occur between
groups of several executions of a software.
Debuggers can be used specifically to find a portion of code that may trigger issues during
the execution. This tool relies on breakpoints that will stop the execution upon encountering
a specific condition. This process allows specific conditions in the source code to be tested
for bug finding.
Finally, tracers use advanced technologies and implementations to record events occurring
at several levels in a computer system with minimal overhead. This feature makes tracing a
useful mechanism to understand and analyze the behavior of the system under real load in
the real production context.
By using tracing, it is possible to develop a data structure which represents the dynamic
execution of a system but also can be embedded with performance data recorded within
the tracing data. Several other techniques can relate this performance data with specific
functions in the same node, and can associate metrics and functions. In summary, several
strategies allow to extract, from one or more traces, all the events related to a given task
execution. However, there is a demand for automated tools to analyze the performance.
This research is based on the several methods of comparing performance data that were intro-
duced in this chapter, including data mining techniques and statistical evaluations generated
using profiling and tracing mechanisms. In the next chapter, we present the methodology
used throughout our solution.
2.20 Summary of the tools
We summarized the related work in two tables, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, presenting several
tools and their corresponding methodology.
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Table 2.3 Comparing tools for performance analysis
Tool Intention Kind of tool
PerfDiff [[139]] Generate CCT in VMs Detection and analysis
TraceCompare [[31]] Compare groups of executions Detection and analysis
Spectroscope [[112]] Distributed system behaviour categorization Detection and Analysis
Introperf [[76]] Generate CCT Based in ETW Detection and analysis
Spectraperf [[9]] Detection of I/O regressions Detection and analysis
Pinpoint [[18]] Build runtime paths on large systems Detection and analysis
TraceCompass [Trace [22]] Trace Analyze Manual Analysis
Magpie [[6]] Automatic tool chain builder Detection and analysis
Trevis [[2]] CCT analysis tool Visual method Analysis
Table 2.4 Pros and cons of each tool
Tool Pros Cons
PerfDiff Node and weight comparison Topological differences might mislead
TraceCompare Use directly in the browser Manual select entries and exits
Spectroscope Automated k-means Analysis time and requires end-to-end instrumentation
Introperf Integrated with ETW -Complete stack walking -overhead
Spectraperf Efficient performance Specific for I/O Comparison of two software versions
Pinpoint Comparison using a free context grammar ANOVA requires normal distributed data
TraceCompass Several internal tools and methods Manual analysis
Magpie Use of a comparative metric: string-edit-distance metric Probabilistic construction of the event
Trevis Manual method Rely in another tool
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, the problem definition, research assumptions and research questions will be
stated.
3.1 Problem Definition
The problem addressed in this work can be summarized as comparing several executions of
the same software, measuring different performances aspects. Those aspects might indicate
several factors, intrinsic and extrinsic, of the program performance.
3.2 Research assumptions
(i) It is possible to gather information from tracing records and understand it using high
level abstractions and data structures.
(ii) It is possible to associate and/or correlate metrics gathered from traces, using mathe-
matical techniques in a meaningful and automated way.
(iii) The differences among the groups will give an indication of the performance issues, i.e.
association is often indicative of causality
It is also important to highlight that this work partially relies on previous work (i) [28].
3.3 Research Questions
Is it possible, using high level abstractions and dynamic data structures, to automatically find
root causes for performance differences?
Minor question: What are the limitations of the current techniques and how to improve them?
Although currently performance analysis uses visualization tools as the main solution, quite
often specialized knowledge is still required to interpret the information gathered. As a con-
sequence, specialists knowledge is necessary. In real situations, however, time is a scarce
resource and deep analyses may require too much time to solve problems in deployed sys-
tems, thus the motivation for an automatic approach in those cases.
Furthermore, the application of statistical comparisons may be limited in many cases, moti-
vating the use of correlation techniques using higher level abstractions, e.g. ECCT or EDT.
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3.4 Specific objectives
The aim of this research is to automate trace analysis, and several mechanisms are explored
in this direction. From this objective, we were able to develop some helpful techniques to
identify the root cause of performance bottlenecks in software applications.
The field of tracing tools is very specific, and relies on analyzing a considerable amount of
information from the trace files. In fact, just a few seconds of recorded traces can generate
an enormous amount of information to be analyzed. Therefore, there is a demand for tools
capable of quickly analyzing this information. However, at the same time, there is a problem
with current tools, since the interpretation of this data depends on specialized performance
analysts. Specifically we want to compare the execution of the same software to analyze its
behavior, by categorizing them in groups and analyzing each group in terms of performance
metrics, i.e. cache misses and page-faults.
3.5 Solution Design
The design of the solution was developed to target two specific aspects: automation and
flexibility. The first aspect, automation, can be outlined as the need for the solution to be
used with minimal intervention. That is, it can be used without a specific preparation phase
of learning and labeling the data. Moreover, the presented solution should not require deep
statistical knowledge and is complementary to some clustering techniques such as k-means,
which require the number k, i.e. the number of groups.
The second aspect, flexibility, implies that it can be used with different grouping and clus-
tering techniques. The heuristic comparison should allow the use of many clustering and
grouping mechanisms, such as the k-means algorithm.
As a trade-off of the approach, the computation time may be significant, since the heuristic
comparison applies several times the execution of clustering methods.
3.6 Approach
The approach used for the solution can be divided into two parts: the data collection tools,
pre-processing and the data analysis methods, presented below respectively.
The process of analysis of the data is explained in the diagram 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Process Diagram
3.6.1 Data collection tools
The tools used for data collection were LTTng and Perf. The applications were statically
instrumented and compiled with the instrumentation. LTTng induces a small overhead,
so the traced application can run with a negligible performance difference, as compared to
the normal run. Perf is able to provide the hardware and software performance metrics
(performance counters) for the executions.
The tracing of the executions provides the data that will later be used for the construction
of the tree, (whether a summarized tree, Enhanced Calling Context Tree, or not summarized
tree, EDT, Enhanced Dynamic Tree, is used).
3.6.2 Pre-processing
The information in each node is read and an auxiliary data structure is used to be able to do
the comparisons. With the one or several metrics in each node, a table or array of execution
metrics is built.
The auxiliary data structure is partially presented in the Table 3.1 and aims to transform
raw data into a ready to process format. Later queries can be executed to read the one or
several metrics at the same time.
Table 3.1 Auxiliary Structure
Execution Metric1 Metric2 Metric3
1 10 40 50
2 40 40 50
3 30 40 50
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3.6.3 Data analysis methods
In terms of data analysis, several methods were applied, for example: k-means, percentage
classification and Support Vector Machine. Later, the auto grouping technique was applied
to automate classification. This research focuses on the so called hard-clustering, which is
different from fuzzy clustering algorithms, such as EM and Gaussian Mixture Model. Each
technique is described below:
The first technique, Support Vector Machine, is a grouping method based on a hyperplane,
splitting the data in two parts. To use this technique, a model needs to be trained according
to a training data set. The data is recorded, pre-processed and the hyperplane will later be
defined to divide the data in two sets, e.g. the fastest and the slowest executions. Those two
groups can be used to find associations between each group and their metrics. The metrics
are sorted, and the method is applied several times to do the classification.
The second method, k-means, is a centroid algorithm which does optimal data grouping. This
algorithm guarantees the best data partitioning for a specified value of k. The value of k is
the number of groups and must be given a priori. The analysis is later performed comparing
the statistics of each group, especially the fastest and the slowest. For simplicity, in most
use cases we compared just two groups and found associations between a specific metric and
its behavior. For example, the slowest group in a server application had considerably more
cache misses than the fastest.
The auto grouping technique, using heuristic classification, was later used to fulfill the need
for an automated flexible classification mechanism. The mechanism is based on comparing a
statistical measurement of deviations within the groups called SSE. This technique is able to
find groups automatically since the SSE distribution, which is related to the internal variance
of the groups distribution, and its patterns represent a curve which can be used to find an
optimal value, the so called elbow heuristic. This enables the comparison of several SSE of
different groups and can be used without a pre-classification phase.
3.6.4 Testing Framework
We developed a testing framework in C++ using the QtCreator Framework. The framework
was used to test the concepts of the models and grouping techniques by simulating a series
of specific performance issues that are measured using perf counters.
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In those specific scenarios, such as high cache-misses or page-faults, the measurements were
made in such a way that they are later exported to a comma-separated-value, CSV, file.
3.7 Solution Application
The solution can be applied to several scenarios where the performance counters are able to
measure the real behavior of the system, and tracing has a minimal or negligible influence
on the real program performance.
An effective application of the solution are regression tests, as described in the literature
review, targeted at finding performance regressions from one version to another. Indeed, the
solution (or at least part thereof) can be used in those cases.
The solution can also be fully or partially integrated into a testing framework, aiming to find
the performance issues before the deployment of the application.
3.8 Co-authored articles
In partnership with colleagues [1], we did performance measurements using Confidence In-
tervals. This work was accepted at the IEEE International Conference on Software Qual-
ity, Reliability and Security, QRS 2017. We applied a comparative technique to data from
Google Chrome performance measurements. The challenge was to detect performance devi-
ations among Chromium software releases. The method used was to compare the confidence
intervals, using the median instead of the mean, as a way to compare several releases and
identify statistically significant performance variations.
As result, we were able to demonstrate that this method of confidence intervals, using medi-
ans, is able to compare the releases, similarly to a t-test, and was able to determine perfor-
mance deviations, at a function-level granularity, with a small number of trace samples.
The method showed a better performance than the standard Confidence Interval, which only
considers the average. This method can be combined with a clustering technique to avoid (or
at least reduce) the influence of outliers, which can make difficult the analysis of comparative
data. Another possibility of using clusters is to enhance the confidence of the comparative
intervals.
3.9 Authored articles
Chapter 4 will explain in details the specificities of the article. This article presents our
proposed solution to find the root cause of performance problems using automated analysis.
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The first step is to trace the application, recording the performance counters. The exper-
iments were conducted using LTTng and Perf. The second step is to execute the program
several times, until enough data about performance variations was found. The data is then
recorded and a dynamic data structure, with the tracing data and the performance coun-
ters, is constructed. Then, the third step is to run the analysis mechanism to group the
data automatically. After the groups are segregated, it is possible to compare their inner
characteristics, i.e. the metrics recorded in the traces. A statistical approach can be used
to compare the groups directly, but also a frequent mining association, such as the Apriori
methodology, can be used to associate the groups as well.
The different tests show the flexibility of the model, which can be used in combination with
a clustering or grouping mechanism for the grouping division.
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4.1 Abstract
Performance has become an important and difficult issue for software development and main-
tenance on increasingly parallel systems. To address this concern, teams of developers use
tracing tools to improve the performance, or track performance related bugs. In this work,
we developed an automated technique to find the root cause of performance issues, which
does not require deep knowledge of the system. This approach is capable of highlighting
the performance cause, using a comparative methodology on slow and fast execution runs.
We applied the solution on some use cases and were able to find the specific cause of issues.
Furthermore, we implemented the solution in a framework to help developers working with
similar problems, along with a differential flame graph viewing tool.
4.2 Introduction
Software performance is a major concern for software development. Various studies highlight
the use of tools such as debugging and tracing to help with performance problems. These
tools can be used to improve performance or detect performance issues. One example of
performance issues is the comparison of similar executions of the same program, in the
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same configuration setting. An example was found in [28]. After executing several times the
same query operation on MongoDB, a free open-source database framework, the performance
decreased abruptly. A further investigation lead to the root cause of this performance issue.
For this kind of performance problem, which is related to the execution inside a real system,
the current solutions are to debug or to trace the program. The first one, debugging, is to
locate the code and problematic executions, directly in the source code, by executing the
code in a test environment using breakpoints. However, some debugging tools require the
reproduction of the exact issue to trigger the same code mechanisms, while it is necessary to
stop (and thus delay) the execution of the program while debugging.
On the other hand, tracing generates an execution log of a software, that consists essentially
of an ordered list of events. An event is generated when a certain code path is executed,
the location being called a tracepoint. Each event consists of a timestamp, a type and some
arbitrary payload [51]. Tracepoints can be embedded in the code in two ways: statically or
dynamically inserted. The latter, dynamic tracing, enables the possibility to add tracepoints
without modifying the source code, and the former requires the modification of the source
code and subsequent recompilation. Besides, tracing can be performed at the kernel and at
the user-space level [51].
Unlike debugging, it is possible to trace a program without interrupt it. Yet, there is some
overhead caused by its usage. A good tracer needs to minimize the disturbance of the running
program to be a useful tool for analysis. LTTng[26], developed by Mathieu Desnoyers, has this
minimal level of impact on the system, and consequently allows to trace the user-space and the
kernel space with minimal interference. LTTng, allows the analysis of task interactions, with
each other and with the operating system. Locating and analyzing performance problems is
not a trivial activity, because of the potentially large trace size, since more events generate
more information to be gathered and analyzed.
After collecting the data with the tracer, it is necessary to analyze the software behaviour
through some mechanism, for instance the call graph [110]. A call graph is a representation
of the stack frames of the software and can be built using different techniques. This anal-
ysis requires expert knowledge and deep analysis of the system, since this process was not
automated yet.
Through tracing mechanisms, it is possible to build a dynamic model of the software, for in-
stance a call tree. Moreover, tracing allows the possibility to add performance measurements
to this structure, as shown in [31].
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In summary, from the enhanced data structure described above, and considering the lack
of an automated solution to solve problems as the stated above, it is possible to build a
solution that records several software properties at run time. Moreover, using some specific
grouping mechanisms, it is possible to find root causes of several performance issues using a
comparative approach.
This paper introduces an automated solution for clustering metrics, using the call context
tree, to find performance related issues. We implemented it within Trace Compass, with
visualization mechanisms to facilitate the analysis of different aspects of the Calling Context
Tree. Then, we applied this technique to four different use cases, to analyze their performance
problems. Finally, we discuss the drawbacks of this technique and the possible solutions to
overcome them, aiming to apply this analysis to complex software systems.
The research aims to investigate the following research questions;
• RQ 1: How can we build an efficient and flexible model for performance comparison?
• RQ 2: How to automate the performance analysis on several runs using performance
counters?
• RQ 3: How accurate are the obtained results ?
This paper is organized as follows The related work is presented in section 4.3, then
the solution is presented in 4.5 with the clustering technique. In section 4.6, we present
the methodology used followed by the micro-benchmarks and an illustrative example of the
analysis. The use case section 4.9, the discussion of the results 4.10, a section about some
limitations 4.11 and finally the conclusion 4.13 follow.
4.3 Related Work
In this section will be presented the basic principles of current tools used to find performance
issues. The related work was divided into: Data collection, Analysis tools and Visualization
tools, as described below.
From the perspective of Data Collection, there are two main tools related to this work, LTTng
and Linux Perf Events.
The first, LTTng, Linux Trace Toolkit Next Generation [26], is a tracer that can record events
from the Linux kernel and from user space applications into a single trace [29]. It is also
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designed to have a minimal overhead on traced systems. It is therefore well suited to our goal
of collecting all the factors that contribute to the execution time of tasks in a production
environment.
The second, Linux Perf Events, is a profiler tool for Linux 2.6+ based systems that abstracts
away CPU hardware differences in Linux performance measurements and presents a simple
command-line interface. Perf is based on the perf events interface, exported by recent ver-
sions of the Linux kernel. This article demonstrates the perf tool through sample runs [74].
It is possible to record both software and hardware events [129].
It is interesting to highlight that the Perf tool can be used to record profiles on a per-thread,
per-process and per-cpu basis [91].
There are two main Analysis tools related to this work, TraceCompare and Trevis.
The first tool, TraceCompare, was developed in the DORSAL laboratory [30]. It creates
an enhanced Calling Context Tree to measure the metrics from specific segments of a trace.
Those segments are defined by the user as sequences of Begin and End. This tool was devel-
oped to compare traces of executions and it uses a javascript front-end and the tibeebeetles
library [29] as back-end. To do this CPU profiling comparison, the GUI tools provide Dif-
ferential flame graphs, [58]. It was able to find problems in the write function of MongoDB
after several runs. However, TraceCompare requires expert knowledge and also some stati-
cally significant metrics for the analysis [28].
The second tool, from Lugano University, Trevis [2], is a visualization and analysis frame-
work. It was developed to study the CCT produced by another tool called FlyBy. Like
TraceCompare, it relies on a calling context tree, CCT, on the caller-callee relationship. Tre-
vis is a visualization and analysis framework that allows the users to play with the CCTs by
applying several methods. However, this tool relies on human interaction, which occurs at
the stage of FlyBy, to label the slower executions. FlyBy provides thereafter a failure report,
containing this information that can later be used in Trevis to be analyzed.
A third tool is Spectroscope, which uses statistical and high level analysis. It was in fact de-
signed to find changes in behaviour, not specific anomalies, and it was used to find problems
in two versions (or periods) of Google Ursa Minor distributed software. Specifically for this
software, five problems are described. It uses Startdust as end-to-end tracer and it added
some overhead on Ursa Minor performance, depending on the operation.
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It uses the Perl language, and MATLAB for the statistical comparison of normal and prob-
lematic periods. DOT is used for plotting visualization graphs. The statical comparison used
is the Kolomogrov-Smirnov test, which is a non-parametric test for mutation identification
that compares the shapes and distribution of mathematical functions and later uses a ranking
system for mutation identification.
Spectroscope uses the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) for the performance
evaluation, which is a range from 0.0 to 1.0. Spectroscope is similar to Pip and TAU [108]
[111].
Finally, Introperf is a tool that uses system stack traces to generate a Performance Annotated
CCT, called PA-CCT. Then, it ranks the latencies and compares them [76]. The intent of this
tool is to be used in a post-development stage. It was implemented using Windows ETW[89].
The article explains the latency inference algorithm used for this calculation. They used this
approach to avoid the requirement of source code availability, or application modification.
To visualize the output of comparison techniques, the flame graphs and differential flame
graphs, developed by Brendan Gregg, are very popular techniques. As defined by Brendan
Gregg, [58], Differential Flame Graphs can be a useful tool for comparing executions. A
Differential Flame Graph is a visualization technique highlighting the differences between
collections of stack traces (aka call stacks), from two different executions. Flame graphs
are commonly used to visualize CPU profiler output, where stack traces are collected using
sampling.
The use cases proposed in this work are related to regression analysis, where the performance
of a software application decreases when comparing a new version to an older one. Similar
cases were studied by [114] and [97], which focus on use cases related to the software Dell
DVD Store. The first work used a hierarchical clustering approach, while the second work
used a control chart approach.
4.4 Motivation
The main motivation for this research was the current limitations of the current tools to
quickly track problems on executions that do not appear often, for example one longer exe-
cution run among a thousand that perform correctly. The difficult lies mainly in the amount
of data that needs to be generated and analyzed comparatively.
From the point of view of the grouping techniques, the current more reliable technique still
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requires some human analysis of the data, which consumes time and prevents automation.
This motivates the development of the auto grouping technique, which combines an heuristic
evaluation.
We also proposed and implemented the RGG differential flamegraph, to compare groups of
executions. This implementation uses three colors: red, green and gray. This was necessary
to avoid the ambiguity in the original work developed by Brendan Gregg, where the green
color could mean faster execution or equal execution, during comparisons.
This methodology can be applied to other scenarios and is independent from the implemen-
tation. Besides, it is also independent from the grouping algorithm, since it is an heuristic
and not an algorithm. Combined with the Apriori algorithm, the grouping technique can
provide strong insights into complex cases.
We implemented the solution within Trace Compass, because of its flexibility and relia-
bility as trace analysis framework. TraceCompass is currently supported by a large open
source community, with many core developers from Ericsson, and the DORSAL laboratory
at Polytechnique Montreal. It offers several features, which together form a complete analysis
framework for different kinds of traces.
4.5 Solution
In this section, we discuss the solution developed, starting with the data structures, followed
by the grouping mechanism algorithms, and then the clustering algorithms and the overall
methodology.
The methodology can be summarized as follows:
First, we trace a program using statically or dynamically embedded tracepoints. Then, we
read the trace and build a CCT record, along with the performance metrics. Then, we run
the clustering techniques and the association rules, which indicate the possible cause for any
performance issue.
Recording of execution
We record the program execution using LTTng, a low overhead tracer especially suitable for
this type of research. The trace is also recorded with performance metrics such as instructions,
cache-misses, page-faults, and scheduling switches by using the perf counters tools in Linux.
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Generating the data structure
After recording traces for different scenarios, a pre-processing step builds the structures re-
quired for comparisons. This structure is an enhanced calling context tree. For this process,
we need to divide the traces in segments corresponding to different instances to compare.
For example, to compare different instances of file openings, the systemCallOpen and sys-
temCallExit may be used as delimiters. In this process we aim to construct comparable
information using ECCT (or EDT), where each node represents a call, and the information
and metrics associated with this call are stored within the nodes. A delta of the entry and
the exit for each metric is recorded in the node.
4.5.1 Pre-analysis Phase
The metrics from each node in the tree are placed into an auxiliary table data structure. The
hierarchical tree structure is used for display purposes (e.g. Flame Graph) but not for the
clustering phase. The automatic grouping techniques were applied for each metric separately.
In the future, multi-dimensional clustering will be investigated.
Clustering technique
After the data is pre-processed, the tree is built and the auxiliary data structure is con-
structed, a mathematical model is constructed and its behaviour, compared to its inputs,
can be determined to cluster instances into groups.
Execution Comparison
With the groups formed, the next phase is to compare them together. There are different
ways to compare the groups: compare the mean and median for each group, or use the
Apriori Association described in section 4.5.6.
4.5.2 Data Structure
Calling Context Tree
Calling contexts are very important for a wide range of applications such as profiling, de-
bugging, and event logging. Most applications perform expensive stack walking to recover
contexts[124]. The resulting contexts are often explicitly represented as a relatively bulky
sequence of call sites. The goal of calling context encoding is to uniquely represent the cur-
rent context of any execution point using a small number of integer identifiers (IDs). This
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data structure was introduced by [47] and reused by [79], [134]. In this work we aggregate
data, related to the performance, in the Calling Context Tree, which brings the concept of
enhanced structure. The aggregated data is related to the performance metrics. The data is
added to the tree nodes and enables off-line analysis. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the difference
between the dynamic tree and the calling context tree. The metrics recorded inside the tree
are described in the subsection Performance Metrics.
Figure 4.1 Dynamic Call Graph vs Enhanced Calling Context Tree
Performance Metrics
Because we generate the tree through a tracing approach, it is possible to record runtime
information about the system [51]. It is recorded using the lttng feature add-context, which
gives the possibility to add performance counters samples in the trace session.
Example: perf:cache-misses, perf:major-faults, perf:branch-load-misses
This technique was explored in the work of [28] and [101].
4.5.3 Data Structure Construction
The construction of the ECCT involves reading the trace and simultaneously building the
nodes, as the trace data is processed in order. It is necessary to delimit the boundaries of the
nodes in the tree. Therefore, specific events must be set as Start and End points of the nodes.
Depending on the case, it may be easier to construct a simpler ECT, instead of ECCT.
Consequently, it is necessary to demultiplex the events in the trace. To do so, the trace
must provide a way to identify the start and end points of each execution instance. For this
process there are two approaches:
The first is to use existing events from the Linux kernel. As an example, the syscall_exit_accept
event (generated when a connection is accepted on a socket) and the syscall_entry_shutdown
event (generated when a connection is closed) correctly delimit requests received by an Apache
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server.
The second is to use LTTng-UST probes, statically inserted in the source code. Different
probe types can be used to delimit different execution types. In that way, the delimitation
of the nodes can be achieved. The advantage the first approach is to use existing events, and
thus no access to the source code is required. The advantages of the second is that no kernel
knowledge is required to use this process.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the mechanism used to create the ECCT from the trace file.
Figure 4.2 Enhanced Calling Context
After the construction of the tree, the clustering mechanisms, described below, can be applied.
4.5.4 Classification Strategies
In this part, we outline the clustering techniques used for the metrics grouping, the heuristics
for the automated classification mechanisms, and finally the association rules used to find
the metric which impacted most the performance of the executions.
Support Vector Machines
In machine learning, Support Vector Machines (SVM) are supervised learning models, with
associated learning algorithms, that analyze data used for classification and regression anal-
ysis. Given a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one or the other of
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two categories, an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples to one
category or the other, making it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. Besides the re-
quirement of teaching the model, the restriction to binary classification is another drawback
of using SVMs. Indeed, with the division into two groups, relevant information could be lost
and no further comparison techniques could be applied later.
Percentage classification
A different strategy, related to 1D classification of data is the percentage classification. This
strategy is achieved by comparing the metrics and separating them by a percentage thresh-
old, which is based on the mean of the group. The percentage classification is interesting,
considering that sometimes the distribution is not well laid out to create clusters. The naive
classification will draw a group, even when they are too close and could be in just one group
with other clustering techniques.
K-means
K-means is a simple unsupervised machine learning algorithm that groups a dataset into a
user-specified number (k) of clusters. The algorithm is somewhat naive in forcing the data
into k clusters, even if k is not the right number of clusters to use. Therefore, when using
k-means clustering, the users need some way to determine whether they are using the right
number of clusters. Since the number of groups must be known before applying the k-means
algorithm, another technique needs to be applied in order to find the appropriate number of
groups (k).
Comparing Models
Comparing the three techniques described above, the conclusions were as follows. First,
the SVM model was able to delimit the differences between the slow and fast executions.
However, the delimitation is restricted to just two groups.
The second mechanism, Percentage classification, is an unsupervised mechanism and leads
to the segregation of data, even if they are homogeneously distributed among the dataset.
Finally the k-means algorithm is efficient but requires the number of groups to be used in
the classification process. Comparing the models, we applied several techniques including an
heuristic classification to make the clustering process automatic.
Auto Clustering
Considering the models shown above, we chose to develop a non-supervised method, called
auto clustering. The possibility to use an automated approach is more interesting for us, in
comparison with non-automated methods, mainly because we aim not to use data to train
the model. Therefore, we implemented a version of comparative k-means using the SSE (sum
of square errors) variability information, plus a heuristic evaluation. This technique can be
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used for an arbitrary number of dimensions, since the amount of difference, SSE (sum of
squared error), can be calculated in these cases [107].
4.5.5 Automatic Clustering through heuristic Evaluation
Elbow method
One method to quantitatively measure the number of clusters is the elbow method. This
method compares the sum of squared errors (SSE), considering several numbers of groups
from the classification used. The elbow method gives the possibility to use the SSE to find
the elbow value, which can be defined as a value at which the SSE changes its behaviour
abruptly. In our cases, the elbow value is when the SSE stop decreasing substantially.
However, the elbow method does not guarantee a perfect match in cases where the data is
well distributed. Instead, the analysis of the SSE can give a smooth curve and the best value
for the number of groups is not precisely defined. In cases like this, we developed another
clustering based on the mean distance of the data.
Heuristic Evaluation
To compare the SSE values, we needed also to do a heuristic function which compares the
different values of the SSE, to compute the Elbow. Therefore, we use this approach to
compare several runs of classifications and extract the one with the smallest squared errors.
The heuristic used is to take as optimal group the biggest gap in an array of SSE values.
Figure 4.3 shows an illustration of the SSE and the elbow value. The elbow value is the
number that marks the change in the path of the function. In our case the number of groups
is 2.
Figure 4.3 Elbow method: SSE Comparison
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Figure 4.4 shows the SSE differences considering several number of groups. This image clearly
shows the biggest gap between one and two groups, but since we are assuming that the data
has gaps, we are not using one as the optimal number.
Figure 4.4 Automated clustering of the executions into 2 groups
4.5.6 Association among the Groups
The clustering of metrics is just one part of the approach, since a rule of groups needs to
be applied to find the specific cause for the discrepancy between the executions. To solve
this problem, and find the cause of the difference, we applied a set association rule after
the grouping mechanism. Therefore, using a set exclusion, we can find the metric that is
responsible for the elapsed time. The association rule is illustrated in Figure 4.1, which
describes a metric X and the elapsed time comparison. The grouping on Metric x divides the
data into two groups, and those groups are intrinsically related to the elapsed time group.
The association rule can be applied in an arbitrary classification algorithm with several
different dimensions. Thus, the association can be defined as a heuristic to find the root
cause of problems, using grouping or clustering algorithms.
A matrix of groups correlation can be constructed to better understand the relations among
the groups.
4.5.7 Accuracy of the model
The association will identify the group of metrics that are related with slow and fast runs.
However, there is a possibility of false positives and false negatives. The accuracy of the
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Table 4.1 Association of groups through Apriori algorithm
A B C
A X 75% 100%
B 75% X 65%
C 100% 65% X
model is related to the size of the groups, i.e. that all slow executions will be in one group,
even though the related metric identified as the reason covers more runs than the associated
group. In summary, if the groups overlap, range of values for the main metric and slow
executions, no false positives of negatives were found. However, the correlation (overlap)
does not mean causality for the performance problem, it is only an indication factor. In this
matter, statistics are an indicator of underlying causes, which require some complementary
analysis to be confirmed.
4.6 Solution Implementation
We describe in this section the implementation of the Calling Context Tree in Trace Compass,
the Flame Graph comparison, and the Auto cluster mechanism.
The CCT View is an analysis developed in the Trace [22], which specifically aims to study
the CCT and its variations. The module with Auto clustering was included in it. The view
displays the calling functions in a graphical view that helps the developer/tester to improve
their code, and to compare the traces using the approach described in this work.
Tree Construction
The CCT View builds the tree from the trace as explained in Section Tree Construction. In
summary, the trace is read sequentially and event entry-exit pairs are grouped into nodes,
and sub-nodes defined by pairs of entry-exit nested inside nodes. The data found, i.e the
performance metrics, for the nodes is summarized for the respective node. The tree is build
to summarize the redundant nodes, thus avoiding to build a Dynamic Call Tree. Figure 4.5,
shows this feature in the CCT View.
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Figure 4.5 CCT View in TraceCompass
Differential Flame Graph
The CCT View implements a Differential Flame Graph view, to compare executions and
groups of executions. Usually, the Differential Flame Graph compares two executions, but
in our implementation it is possible to compare groups of executions. Our flame graphs are
composed of three colors: green (to represent equal amount of time), red (slower executions)
and gray (faster executions).
Figure 4.6 shows a diagram of the RGG Differential Flame Graph, the green color shows the
functions which are faster in the main execution, the grey part means they are equal, and the
red part means that this function is slower than its counterpart in the comparison group. The
name, RGG flamegraph, alludes to this concept, in contrast with Brendan Gregg’s Red/Blue
Flame Graph.
Figure 4.6 RGG Differential Flame Graph Diagram
Auto cluster
The Auto cluster feature was implemented in the CCTView to help developers analyze the
cause for performance variations from traces. The heuristic evaluation (elbow method) and
the clustering techniques (k-means and percentage clustering) were implemented separately,
therefore the developer can choose the most suitable one.
Correlation feature
Another feature of the CCT View is the possibility to find the correlation matrix of the met-
rics. As the dictum states, correlation does not imply causation, which means that correlation
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by itself cannot be used to infer a causal relationship between the studied variables.
4.7 Benchmarks
Considering the several aspects of software performance, we have highlighted some micro-
benchmarks which can be sentitive to the performance of the software, and the performance
could change throughout the releases.
Inline
The inline functions are a compilation optimisation, available in C++, to reduce the execution
time of a program. Functions can be compiled as inline automatically, or can be declared by
the programmer as inline functions. The compiler replaces the definition of inline functions at
compile time, instead of calling the function definition at runtime, thus saving the execution
of call and return instructions.
However, those functions do not always improve the performance and can deteriorate the per-
formance [70]. To evaluate this claim, we tested this feature with several possibilities: strings,
integers, structs, vectors, and classes. Using the inline mode improved the performance for
all of them, except for std::string operations.
The reason for this difference is possibly related to the dynamic allocation time of strings in
C++, as explored by [64]. We did several tests with different data structures and objects,
and strings seems to be the most affected by this.
After investigation, we came to the conclusion that the root cause of this performance degra-
dation is the influence of cache misses in the operations with strings inside inline functions.
The results of the benchmarks comparing the performance of inline functions and regular
functions are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. For thousand runs, the average, the mean and
the median were high in comparison to not using the inline implementation.
Template functions
Template functions can decrease the performance of software applications. According to
Jacob B. Matthews, from the university of Chicago, [87], the use of templates decrease the
efficiency of C++ compilers.
Virtual functions
The use of virtual functions has a cost for dispatching method calls. The work of [32] shows
the overhead related with dispatching in C++ code.
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Figure 4.7 Counter Metrics for Inline and Regular function calls
4.8 Illustrative Example
Open Close To illustrate the approach used, we developed a small code which repeatedly
opens a file. The code was instrumented with -finstrument functions and this gave the
possibility to run the code using Lttng-UST. When this code is executed several times, some
executions have a different behaviour, which we call outliers. Using our approach, we first
recorded the executing metrics of the program, then the automated clustering was performed,
and finally we compared the groups: slow executions and fast executions. We deduced that
the problem was related with the wait-cpu time metric on the slow executions.
Figure 4.9 demonstrates the grouping mechanism, which segregated the executions into two
groups, the association rule related all the slow executions with wait-cpu, group 2, and the
fast executions with wait-cpu, group 1. The association showed that the wait-cpu was the
cause for this difference between the groups.
ExecutionsAll experiments were conducted on a computer with a quad-core Intel R© CoreTM
i7-3770 CPU running at 3.4 GHz, 16 GB of DDR3 memory and a 7200 RPM hard drive.
The Linux kernel version was 3.13.0-49 while the LTTng version was 2.6.0.
4.9 Case Studies
We used our approach on the following use cases:
4.9.1 Regression Comparison
A software company is releasing a new version of its software with several new features. The
performance regression tests did not find problems and the unit tests were accepted. Some
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Figure 4.8 Distribution of Inline vs Regular functions using String and Integer as return types
weeks after the release, the users started to complain about performance issues in one of the
features.
Approach: Our approach was to run the software several times with the previous and the
current version of the software. Then, the data was classified using our approach into slow
and fast executions.
Results: We were able to find that the addition of function inlining increased the number of
cache misses and therefore increased the elapsed time of this application. In the source code,
the inline functions could be seen as a difference, although the developers assumed that this
could only improve the performance.
// header file
#ifndef EXAMPLE_H
#define EXAMPLE_H
/*
* Function included in multiple source
* files must be inline
*/
inline int sum(int a, int b) {
return a + b;
}
inline void tolower(char* str) {
for(int i = 0; str[i]; i++)
str[i] = tolower(str[i]);
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Figure 4.9 Comparing executions of the Open program
}
#endif
Code 4.1 Example of Code for inline
Using a comparative approach of the groups, we could see the differences in the metrics
between each group. Comparing the groups of inline functions and the groups without
inlining, we discovered that the inline groups comparatively had significantly more cache
misses. We could conclude that cache misses were the essence of the differences, as shown in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Grouping results relating the cache misses with the slow executions groups
Executions
Fast group Slow group
mean of 2500 cache misses mean of 6500 cache misses
4.9.2 Page Faults Interference
A software company deployed several new packages in its software stack. Those changes
included a function implementation, which writes several times into a buffer. This problem
usually occurs after several consecutive executions. Performance tools were able to discover a
performance impact related to these new changes, but it was not possible to track specifically
which commit caused the impact. The company would need to run specific Linux commands
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to find the reason for this problem or reproduce several performance tests with each commit.
This scenario was taken from [117], also related to a bug in [14].
Approach: Our approach was to instrument the code and to run the software several times
with the previous and the current version of the software. Then, we classified the data using
our approach in slow and fast executions, and compared the groups pair-wise. Although the
auto-grouping gave more groups, i.e. reduction of ten to two groups of comparison, the aim
was to specifically compare two groups of executions: fast and slow group.
Results: The tree generated had branches with fast and slow executions aggregated together.
The nodes recorded the several performance metrics including the instructions, cache misses
and page faults. We were able to find that extra page faults correlated with the decreased
performance. The tool revealed the association, and we could conclude that the program
triggered more page faults specifically after several executions. In the source code, a change
in the buffer was an array that was implemented using a row major storage scheme and caused
the addition of about 16 384 page faults. The company was not able to track this problem
before, because of the prefetching algorithms influencing the executions. This technique is
used in the microprocessor architecture to speedup the instructions.
The highlighted code shows the difference in the array coding that created the page faults
difference. This code was taken from [117].
// Considering 128 words/page
int i, j;
int data [128][128];
for(j = 0; j < 128; j++)
for(i = 0; i < 128; i++)
- data[i][j] = 0;
+ data[j][i] = 0;
Code 4.2 Page fault interference - code changes
4.9.3 Cache Optimization in Server Application
A server application, using the well known PHP content-management framework Drupal,
caches requested data to improve the access time to its content. However, we observed that
after 100 requests, the request response time increased dramatically. Yet, no change was
introduced in the software or hardware system, which is difficult to understand, as shown in
Figure 4.10.
Drupal implements a caching mechanism which intends to improve the access performance.
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In some executions, we noticed the influence of the compile time, which is an infrequent
behavior of PHP.
Approach: First, we instrumented the PHP runtime and the Apache server, to be able
to measure its behavior. Our approach was to execute several times a request for a server.
While running it, we recorded the tracing data. Then, we executed our clustering analysis
and classified the data into several groups, to study their behavior. Using this approach, it
was possible to track infrequent issues in the execution. Indeed, if we have one or two groups
with a totally different behavior, it is possible to compare their properties.
Results: From the collected data, we applied the auto-classification, which showed mainly
two groups for comparison. The solution was able to display that, on the fast group, no time
was spent on caching or PHP compilation time. However, in slow executions, there was a
considerable amount of time spent on compilation time and caching, about 49%, as shown
with the black bars in Figure 4.10. The approach was able to show the impact of disk access
overhead related to the caching mechanism.
The problem was the naive implementation of the cache replacement strategy. When the
cache is full, its whole content is simply flushed and must be built again for the most part.
Therefore, every approximately 100 requests, the cache would fill and the server spent much
more time than on the previous requests, as shown in Figure 4.10. The results are summarized
in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.10 Overhead introduced by I/O for caching on each 100 of requests, The white bars
are the request response time and the dark bars represent the PHP compilation time
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Figure 4.11 Difference on the groups
Figure 4.12 OpticalFlow Performance Regressions
4.9.4 OpenCV
The Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) is an open source computer vision
and machine learning software library. This library is used in different problems in computer
vision such as image tracking. In this section, we will benchmark the Optical Flow and
HoughLines algorithms, which are the most evolving features in the recent years.
Optical Flow
The Optical Flow, implemented as the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, is an example of method
in OpenCV and aims to correlate the apparent motion of objects between two consecutive
frames. From some examples in the book [12], this method can be tested with two images,
showing how they differ. Regressions can be caused by a series of changes in the code. Doing
tests, we found a relevant regression in the Optical Flow function.
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Figure 4.12 explores the regressions in this function, showing the performance of both versions
according to the window size. It is interesting to highlight the fact that the performance of
the newer version is better than the previous one until a certain point, where the previous
version overpasses the newer one.
Approach: Our approach was to run the software several times, recording performance
metrics using Linux Perf Events. The elapsed time to track the performance is also used in
the classification. The runs were related with several versions of OpenCV until a regression
was found between versions 2.3.0 and 2.3.1; the latest version was around 5 times slower than
others.
Results: we used the approach described above, where the nodes of the tree have the frames
of the OpenCV function calls. After carefully analyzing the data, the nodes for the newer
version, considering all the other metrics, had more instructions. Thus, there was an associ-
ation between the longer duration with more instructions.
Later, we verified the existence of a conditional statement differing from one version to
another, which makes the slower version execute more instructions. This behaviour was orig-
inally reported in [103]. The total number of commits on those two versions were about 250
commits. Using this technique, we were able to reduce the scope of the significant difference
to a few lines of code, and unit tests can be added easily to trigger specifically this cause,
after knowing that it was a cache misses problem.
Table 4.3 Correlation among metrics
inst.
cache
misses
page
faults
sched
switches
prefetching
instructions 1 X X X X
cache misses 0.957 1 X X X
page faults 0.999 0.956 1 X X
sched switches 0.022 0.004 0.0004 1 X
prefetching 0.996 0.969 0.995 0.014 1
In the Table 4.3 the Pearson correlation (R) of the variables is presented, which shows
that many metrics are directly proportional, i.e. R bigger than 0.75. This mean that the
development of models using those metrics, for example linear or multilinear models, is not
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adequate and consequently the comparison of groups, in a pair-wise approach, can be applied.
Figure 4.13 shows the tested image of the optical flow from two images.
Figure 4.13 Optical Flow Example
HoughLines
HoughLines is a line detection mechanism implemented in OpenCV, to find edges in images.
This can be used to find edges in roads and it is implemented using an algorithm called
Canny86. While comparing different versions of OpenCV, we found that version 3.1 takes
more time than version 3.0 in a case of Software Regression [37]. The source code difference
can be found here [102].
Approach: Our approach was to run the performance unit tests several times, recording
performance metrics using Linux Perf Events in a large file. The elapsed time to track the
performance is also used in the classification. The runs were related with several versions of
OpenCV, until we found the regression between versions 3.0 and 3.1, where the newer version
was slower than the previous one.
Results: The results correlate the longer duration with cache misses. By analyzing the
code, we were able to find a difference in file hough.cpp, related with a different size of the
array accessed. This process reduced considerably the search for the causation, helping in
the development of a solution.
Figure 4.14, shows the grouping results, relating the cache misses with the slow executions
groups. This figure represents the fact that all the groups with low cache misses were fast,
therefore the fast and low cache misses circles override. Consequently, the circles with high
cache misses and slow executions also override.
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Figure 4.14 Case study Regression - showing significantly differences in the groups of runs in
terms of metrics.
4.10 Discussion
This section presents a discussion related with the research questions presented in the in-
troduction, as well as with the solution presented. The results of the use cases clarify the
research questions and bring new insights on the performance.
• RQ 1: How can we build an efficient and flexible model for performance comparison?
Using the enhanced calling context tree, it is possible to aggregate performance metrics
and compare executions efficiently. The CCT can be built with or without source code
modification. The possibility to build it without source code brings the opportunity to
analyze the dynamic structure, and an accurate behaviour can be used.
• RQ 2: Is it possible to automate the performance analysis?
Our work demonstrated the possibility to use non-supervised machine learning methods
to compare and find performance problems, specifically using a comparative heuristic
technique. The approach uses a comparative clustering mechanism, which can effi-
ciently separate the data, for a realistic comparison.
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• RQ 3: How accurate were the obtained results?
The methodology used was able to find the association between groups of metrics, and
consequently associate the cause of elapsed time variations. However, this approach
can have type I or type II errors - false positives and false negatives.
4.11 Threats to Validity
This section discusses the threats to the validity of our study.
Time analysis Our approach is based on comparing several clusters, to take the best group-
ing according to the SSE, which requires a comparatively long period of time. Our study
aims to use an automated non-supervised clustering method, thus the analysis time is a mi-
nor factor if it reduces the human analysis time. The analysis required just a few minutes,
between building the ECCT tree and classifying the metrics. Another highlight is that the
analysis is made oﬄine, so the time will not influence the performance of the software and
does not require stopping the software development.
Quantity of groups Since the automated heuristic used can generate a high number of
groups, this can increase the difficulty of the evaluation.
Dimensional Analysis Continuing previous work, the technique was applied just in two
dimensions each time (i.e. time and a metric n), which is a severe restriction for data mining
techniques. The next step would be to use several dimensions at the same time.
4.12 Future Work
As future work, we plan to expand our investigation by taking several dimensions in consid-
eration, then by using non-linear models to track regression problems in different software
versions[53]. This can be used as an automated test to find software regressions. An example
of possible models are feed-forward networks, also called deep learning networks. The models
need to be able to characterize specifically non-linear dependencies and be able to be used
without labeled data.
Although we partially implemented this approach, another possibility would be to combine
other techniques such as the Apriori algorithm, [3], which can determine association rules
among the metrics recorded in the enhanced CCT for each cluster. Finally, tracking perfor-
mance issues before the release of new software is an interesting path to be followed. Thus,
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an automated mechanism to find them before the release of a new software version is very
promising. A possibility could be to develop a mechanism to be executed as a regression test
suite, from the machine learning models described above, before each release.
4.13 Conclusion
In conclusion, this research developed a solution that showed the possibility of using clus-
tering mechanisms, without human intervention, to find causes of performance problems.
As a contribution for developers, this paper introduces the visualization tool for the Calling
Context Tree, with Flame Graphs and Auto Cluster mechanisms.
The clustering data was built through a bottom-up analysis on collected stack traces, from
recorded trace data on ECCTs. This data structure was implemented in the CCT View,
inside the Trace Compass framework, and provides several run-time properties of the studied
software.
The solution presents an automated algorithm based on heuristic comparison. This approach
is the first one to target performance analysis on trace executions and call graph data. The
solution also proposed a flexible approach which can be used combined with different means
to collect the data, such as LTTng and Perf counter to collect the data that will be analyzed,
as was done in some use cases.
The grouping approach used was used without supervision. This is an advantage over tech-
niques that requires a training phase. For example, Support Vector Machines require data
pre-classification.
This paper compared the different techniques that can be used for this kind of operation.
Some of the techniques compared required another level of data processing to achieve non-
supervised clustering, for example the SVM technique, yet they could be included in this
comparison of auto clustering techniques.
Our work was able to find causes of performance issues without human intervention, and can
be applied to other cases to find other problems. The implementation as part of the Trace
Compass framework aims to apply this approach for more cases and large scale software
analysis.
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CHAPTER 5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
The demand for performance is increasing, particularly for the software part where lies a
significant portion of the developer controlled algorithmic complexity. Consequently, the
new proposed performance analysis technique can be used for this purpose. In this context,
this research aims to demonstrate a new perspective on system analysis, in the automated
identification of performance root causes, and proposes a tool that should be especially useful
for performance improvement.
The proposed solution is an autonomous technique, which combines tracing and clustering,
to find causes of performance issues on real programs. This research can still be relevant
even with software updates and obsolescence, since it relies on a methodology rather than
a tool. Moreover, the heuristic utilization, elbow method, is able to fulfill this requirement,
since it can be applied with different classification methods and arbitrary dimensions.
Considering the present situation, with tracing and performance counters, this work could be
applied as is, in different environments, and could even be integrated into a testing framework
such as PARCS. Although some adaptations will be needed in the data collection part, the
main part of this research can be used in other domains as well.
The development of better PADBI tools, Performance Anomaly Detection and Bottleneck
Identification, is eventually leading towards automated mechanisms and methods. The data
mining methods presented in this work aim to partially fulfill this gap.
5.1 Methods comparison
5.1.1 Clustering methods
Since several methods were applied to the task, it is possible to compare them in several
ways, which are summarized below. As explained in the article, the SVM model delimits an
hyperplane to divide the data and, as a consequence, is able to segregate the slow and fast
executions. In some scenarios, especially considering the influence of outliers, the classifica-
tion can be mislead and produce strange segregated data results.
The second method, percentage classification, is an unsupervised mechanism and leads to
segregation of data, even if they are homogeneously distributed among the dataset. The
percentage classification is interesting to use in scenarios similar to k-means, without the
unpredictability of the original method.
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Figure 5.1 Support Vector Scenarios
This method is interesting when the standard deviations of the data are similar, so the result
will be a reduced number of groups. However, it may lead to a single group or to an unduly
large number of groups when the average distance is too low or high as compared to a certain
threshold. This method ties the solution of a specific problem to the quantification of the
groups in a distribution, scenario 1 in Figure 5.1.
Finally, the k-means algorithm is efficient but requires to specify the number of groups to be
used in the classification process, which clusters the data using a centroid. Still, k-means does
not carry the exact same result in each run. The k-means algorithm is especially interesting
in scenarios such as with two or three main clusters. However, it is less interesting in scenarios
where the data is homogeneously distributed and when there is just one cluster.
The scenarios described in Figure 5.3, [109], are clear limitations of the k-means algorithm.
The first scenario is when the data is not suitable for this technique. In our experiments,
neither one of the scenarios were found in the use cases.
The methods described in this work summarize a series of methods to measure differences
among groups of execution. The data mining methods were SVM and k-means. On the other
hand, the statistical method used in the solution can provide a relative comparison of the
performance among the groups, to specifically identify the metrics related to the root cause
for issues.
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Figure 5.2 Percentage Classification Scenarios
The statistical tools can also be used to detect regressions, as the collaboration [1] showed,
using confidence Interval to find regressions among Chromium releases. As a final remark, the
comparison is whether the groups are well defined and whether the anomalies are significant
and not just a new pattern in the data, as listed in [16]. In this matter, each grouping
technique, such as the percentage grouping, has its own border definition.
5.1.2 Classification strategies
From the point of view of the different strategies used to segregate the executions, before the
creating of groups in the pre-processing phase, the percentage strategies can split the data
depending on the mean separation of the executions. This is shown in Figure 5.2: in the
scenario 1, the executions are equally spaced, they will be in the same group. However, in
scenario 2, the executions will not in the same group.
5.2 Results discussion
The results were able to indicate specific metrics that might be used to improve software
performance. The solution can be used in two ways: as a detection tool or as an analysis
tool. In other words, in some cases the solution is able specifically to demonstrate where
corrections should be done, while in other cases the solution will give a guideline to a specific
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Figure 5.3 K-means Scenarios [source [109]]
metric related to the issue, i.e. a metric guidance that can be used by the developer to find
the relevant source code location.
In the OpenCV example, it was possible to reduce the number of commits using the result
in a specific function. However, it was necessary to consider the code of the application to
do a complete analysis.
In other cases, the longer runs were related to specific metrics, e.g. cache misses, and the
groups comparison was able to identify this information. The versions could then be compared
considering this information, so the regressions test can be properly done.
5.3 Metrics collision
During the experiments, we found that a larger overhead was added when using several
performance metrics in tracing at the same time, i.e. there is a direct relation between more
metrics and the overhead. Therefore, instead of recording all the metrics at the same time,
it is possible to use an experimental setup to infer the influence of different metrics in a
application.
This method is not presented in the paper, since we were able to trace the applications with
all the metrics enabled. Using the cross validation setup, the results can be summarized in
the tables below:
Using a simplification of the Apriori algorithm, considering the results in the following Table
5.2, knowing that the impact of BC is 40 percent and the impact of AB is 10 percent, the
deduced impact of C must be no less than 20 percent.
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Table 5.1 Metric Association
Metric A Metric B Metric C
enabled - enabled
- enabled enabled
enabled enabled -
Table 5.2 Group Impact
Groups Impact
AB 10 percent impact
AC 40 percent impact
BC 30 percent impact
It is possible therefore to construct an association rule to simplify this process and avoid
unnecessary tracing overhead.
5.4 Auto clustering discussion
Considering the models shown above, we chose to develop a non-supervised method, a.k.a
auto clustering. The possibility to use an automated approach is more interesting for us,
mainly because we aim to avoid using data to train a model.
Therefore, we implemented a version of comparative k-means using the SSE (sum of square
errors) variability information, plus a heuristic evaluation. This technique can be used for
an arbitrary dimension, since the amount of difference, SSE (sum of squared error), can be
calculated for those cases. Some limitations apply to this approach and it is possible to use
the Gaussian Mixture Model to overcome these, as elaborated in [127].
Since the SSE drops considerably between one and two groups, we always need to consider
more than two groups. Otherwise, the chosen gap will be two groups. From the perspective
of the Elbow method, also called silhouette method, this is in fact just a criteria used to
find the best k, such as the Calinski criterion as described in [13]. This approach, Calinski-
Harabasz, is used in [114] to specifically determine the number of clusters.
The approach used can also be compared with the x-means clustering technique, where the
best results are kept to be compared. A more complete approach could be obtained using
the statistical gap calculation, which computes the dispersion within a cluster, as described
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in [128]. The next step would be to use an agglomerative clustering technique, which is a
bottom up technique.
5.5 Performance Counters
A first important consideration in this research is the selection of performance counters.
More metrics may help uncover problems but they cumulatively add to the tracing overhead.
The cross-validation scheme may help in the selection, depending on the number of available
metrics. The process of grouping will increase its complexity, when hundreds of metrics are
available, as expressed in [114].
Besides, with hundreds of metrics, the pair-wise analysis used in the groups comparison could
be a limitation, consequently another control chart could be used.
5.6 Data structure evaluation
We used two dynamic structures in the solution, a calling context tree with metrics, ECCT,
but also a dynamic call tree with metrics, EDT. The main difference resides in the summarized
purpose of the ECCT, which was used in previous work. Although the EDT has a much
larger size, it avoids the addition of a pre-processing phase in the comparison of the internal
nodes. Thus, when comparing small portions of a software application, where an entire tree
is unnecessary, the use of EDT can be more efficient.
Those two dynamic structures, as other trees, can be used in comparison analysis in two
specific ways: the topological organization of the structure and the weights of the nodes.
The first approach can be used to compare differences among software executions, specifically
targeting the profiling approaches. This strategy can be used in terms of trace mining, in
kernel space, if a pattern matching approach is used to automatically delimit the entries and
exits of the nodes.
The second approach was used in this research and consists in comparing the weights of nodes
from similar trees. In this approach, the weights are the hardware and software performance
metrics, e.g. page-faults and cache-misses.
5.7 Usage
With this tool, there are various situations where standard profiling is not suitable and
tracing requires substantial analysis, for example with large traces. An unequivocal example
of real utilization of this tool is the regressions tests, as shown in the use cases of OpenCV
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and cache-misses. Although the proposed solution can be used to detect regressions, it is
suitable as a diagnosis tool as well, since it can indicate the root cause.
The solution presented in this research could be integrated to PARCS, or even in similar
frameworks, where the performance metrics are compared in each version, to see the patterns,
since the mining technique has a complementary approach that compares the weights of the
nodes, instead of the topological structure.
Although not explored, it is possible to use this work for developing enhanced trees, ECCTs
or EDTs, for the kernel side of the system, and applying the same comparison techniques
explored here.
5.8 Visualization Tools
The Red Grey Green Differential graphs, RGG, suggested in the work, can easily highlight
the differences between similar executions, which would have the same color although they
had different relative performance.
This different implementation, in comparison to the standard Differential Flame Graph, will
reduce the analysis time by avoiding the verification of the equal time use cases.
We conclude this research through an evaluative summary of the contribution, by considering
several aspects of the proposed solution. First, we present a summary of the work, then the
objectives fulfillment, followed by the limitations of our solution and recommendations for
future improvements.
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION
We conclude this demonstration of the work by summarizing our contributions. Then, we
present the limitations of our solution and recommend future improvements.
6.1 Summary of the work
The current tools are limited by the quantity of data that can be analyzed by users. Therefore,
several data mining techniques can be applied to find associations and correlations among
executions. This research aims to expand the current models by introducing an automated
comparison mechanism.
The contribution consists in an automated mechanism, using a heuristic evaluation to auto-
mate grouping techniques. The heuristic evaluation can be built upon several already used
algorithms, such as k-means. Different comparison strategies, such as the percentage com-
parison may highlight different behaviours of the system in a complementary way.
The proposed solution compares the groups of executions with different performance and
evaluates their inner structure, using or not the source code as reference. This work is com-
posed of data mining algorithms, heuristic validation, the association rule and statistical
methods.
6.2 Objective attainment
This work aimed to demonstrate the possibility to use automatic methods to reduce con-
siderably the analysis time for performance comparison. The proposed solution, the auto
grouping mechanism presented in the article, enabled an automatic comparison of groups
of executions and a comparison of their behavior. Finally, the solution could be applied in
several case studies, demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach in order to find perfor-
mance issues with a group comparison strategy. This allowed to conclude that the challenge
overall is achievable.
6.3 Contributions
The scientific contributions for this work were summarized in the papers presented.
(1) We used a heuristic comparison to automate the current cluster and grouping mecha-
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nism, without unduly increasing the complexity of those algorithms. Using this strategy, we
were able to propose an automatic way to compare several executions, without necessarily
selecting the number of groups that would be compared.
(2) Comparison of several clustering techniques, analyzing their advantages and disadvan-
tages. This may be used in the future to improve those methods.
(3) We developed the RGG Differential flame graph, which can show differences on the exe-
cutions in three colors, reducing the ambiguity of the comparison of the original DFG. This
is a new view that allows comparing two groups of executions.
(4) In co-authorship, we applied Confidence Intervals using medians, instead of means, to
compare several releases of the Chromium software. This technique was able to overpass the
current CI implementations. (5) Bing data mining to tracing in order to evaluate perfor-
mance.
6.4 Limitations of the solution
The auto grouping technique has two main limitations: the causation and the optimal number
of groups. First, an association with the group analysis does not necessarily imply causation,
since correlation does not mean causation. A deeper evaluation would be necessary to study
the causality and its association with the performance counters, in terms of real percentage
of representation and causation.
The second limitation in the auto-grouping, as well as group analysis in general, is the
optimal number of groups, which cannot necessarily facilitate the human analysis of the
system. Sometimes, the number of groups is particularly large and, although the number
is optimal for some criteria, it is not necessarily the best number in terms of performance
analysis.
6.5 Future Work
In the future, it is possible to develop a fully automatic analysis framework, that includes
trace correlation, comparison and statistical analysis. Although not demonstrated in the use
cases, this work can be used to compare fuzzy data, i.e. more than two groups of comparison
automatically. However a deep analysis with each metric could be performed to verify and
measure specifically the impact of each performance variation in the runs in real workloads.
A promising area is to use a neural network or other techniques to correlate the userspace
traces with kernel space traces. This could highlight interesting aspects of performance
evaluation. Furthermore, this technique does not require the use of labeled data. The
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solution was implemented focusing on userspace tracing, and can only capture the stack for
ELF binaries. Therefore, it could be extended to address other needs such as JIT compilation.
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